




















Distinguishing seesaw models at LHCwith multi-lepton signalsF. del Aguila, J. A. AguilarSaavedraDepartamento de Físia Teória y del Cosmos and CAFPE,Universidad de Granada, E-18071 Granada, SpainAbstratWe investigate the LHC disovery potential for eletroweak sale heavy neu-trino singlets (seesaw I), salar triplets (seesaw II) and fermion triplets (seesawIII). For seesaw I we onsider a heavy Majorana neutrino oupling to the ele-tron or muon. For seesaw II we onentrate on the likely senario where thenew salars deay to two leptons. For seesaw III we restrit ourselves to heavyMajorana fermion triplets deaying to light leptons plus gauge or Higgs bosons,whih are dominant exept for unnaturally small mixings. The possible signalsare lassied in terms of the harged lepton multipliity, studying nine dierentnal states ranging from one to six harged leptons. Using a fast detetor simu-lation of signals and bakgrounds, it is found that the trilepton hannel ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓is by far the best one for salar triplet disovery, and for fermion triplets it is asgood as the like-sign dilepton hannel ℓ±ℓ±. For heavy neutrinos with a mass
O(100) GeV, this trilepton hannel is also better than the usually studied like-sign dilepton mode. In addition to evaluating the disovery potential, we makespeial emphasis on the disrimination among seesaw models if a positive signalis observed. This ould be aomplished not only by searhing for signals indierent nal states, but also by reonstruting the mass and determining theharge of the new resonanes, whih is possible in several ases. For high lumi-nosities, further evidene is provided by the analysis of the prodution angulardistributions in the leanest hannels with three or four leptons.1 IntrodutionThe near operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) represents a remarkable op-portunity to explore physis beyond the eletroweak sale. In partiular, physis athigher sales an be explored in the lepton setor [1℄, where the only evidene of physisbeyond the Standard Model (SM) has been found up to now, namely massive neutri-nos. Many theories have been proposed to enlarge the SM inorporating tiny neutrinomasses, as required by experimental data [2℄. Among them, seesaw models explain1
their smallness by introduing extra matter at a high sale. After integration of theseheavy elds, the lepton number violating (LNV) dimension ve operator [3℄
(O5)ij = LciLφ̃






, i = 1, 2, 3 (2)are the SM left-handed lepton doublets, φ the SM Higgs and φ̃ = iτ2φ∗, with τi the Paulimatries. This operator yields Majorana masses for the neutrinos after spontaneoussymmetry breaking. At higher energies neutrino masses an be generated from higherdimension operators involving extra elds (see for example Ref. [4℄) but when all heavydegrees of freedom are integrated the operator in Eq. (1) is reovered.There are three types of tree-level seesaw mehanisms whih originate the operatorin Eq. (1), whih is the only ve-dimensional one allowed by the SU(3)×SU(2)L×U(1)Ygauge symmetry. The original seesaw [58℄, also known as seesaw of type I, introduesright-handed neutrino singlets N at a high sale. Type II seesaw [913℄ enlarges theSM with a omplex salar triplet ∆ with hyperharge Y = 1, and seesaw III [14, 15℄introdues olourless fermioni triplets Σ with Y = 0. Both seesaw I and II are presentin left-right models [16, 17℄. Combinations of seesaw I and III are predited in somegrand unied theories [1820℄, and an be implemented in left-right models as well [21℄.The three types of seesaw mehanism generate not only the dimension ve operatorwhih gives light neutrino masses, but also additional lepton number onserving (LNC)dimension six operators, whih are dierent in eah seesaw senario [22, 23℄ (see alsoRef. [24℄). Therefore, seesaw models may in priniple be disriminated, albeit indiretly,with preise low-energy measurements sensitive to these dimension six operators. Theseesaw messengers N , ∆, Σ an also be produed at LHC if their masses are not verylarge but of the order of the eletroweak sale and, in the ase of neutrino singlets, iftheir mixing with the SM leptons is of order 10−2 or larger. Therefore, LHC gives aunique hane to unover the mehanism of neutrino mass generation if these heavystates are diretly observed.The prodution of heavy neutrinos [2530℄, salar triplets [3136℄ and fermiontriplets [37℄ and their possible signals have been extensively studied in the literature.In this paper we take a novel approah to their analysis. Instead of lassifying signals interms of the partiles produed in the hard proess and studying one or more partiularhannels, we lassify them by the signatures atually seen at the experiment, generat-ing all the signal ontributions. As the number of jets in the nal state is not a good2
disriminant due to radiation and pile-up, signals are lassied in terms of the hargedlepton multipliity, and the number of hard jets is onsidered only in few speial asesas an extra information for the kinematial reonstrution. We believe that this is amore appropriate hoie from the experimental point of view. An essential feature of areal experiment is that the observed nal states reeive in general ontributions fromseveral signal proesses and, onversely, one given signal proess ontributes to severalnal states if, for example, one or more harged leptons are missed by the detetor.Both eets are taken into aount in our analysis, whih inludes the eets of ra-diation, pile-up and hadronisation, performed by a parton shower Monte Carlo, anduses a fast detetor simulation. Within a given seesaw senario we simulate all signalproesses and then examine thoroughly the relevant nal states, nine in total, rangingfrom one to six harged leptons.A seond dierene with respet to previous literature onerns the guiding prinipleof the analyses performed. Due to the profusion of new physis senarios to be testedat the LHC it is expeted that, at least in a rst phase, searhes will be inlusive tosome extent and rather model-independent, in order to be sensitive to dierent typesof new physis ontributing to a given hannel. For example, it is not likely that, in theabsene of a strong physis ase, a nal state with two like-sign leptons, large missingenergy, two jets with an invariant mass onsistent with the W mass and two additionaljets will be examined right from the beginning of LHC operation. On the ontrary,searhes are expeted, for example, for inlusive nal states with two like-sign leptons,as it has already been done at Tevatron [38℄. (With this philosophy, our lassiationof signals in terms of lepton multipliity is perfetly suited.) Then, in our analyses wewill not set ne-tuned kinematial uts on many variables to enhane the signals, butour riteria for variable seletion and bakground suppression will be rather general,and in most ases valid for seesaw I, II and III signals. In this way, our results andproedures will be adequate for model-independent searhes in the multi-lepton nalstates. Of ourse, if some hint of new physis is found the analyses an be renedand adapted to some partiular senario, in order to reonstrut the resonane massesand/or enhane the sensitivity.Finally, we pay a speial attention to the disrimination among models if a positivesignal is found. This study is far more involved than the simple observation of a newphysis signal from seesaw messengers in one or few partiular hannels, to whih mostprevious literature has been devoted. On the ontrary, model disrimination requiresa systemati analysis of all possible nal states and the reonstrution of the newresonanes when possible. The three types of seesaw an give signals with one, twoand three harged leptons, plus a variable number of jets (whih, as stressed before, is3
not very indiative beause of radiation and pile-up, added to the diulty of the massreonstrution in hadroni hannels). Final states with four harged leptons ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−(with ℓ = e, µ, inluding all avour ombinations of the four leptons) only arise inseesaw II and III senarios, and ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signals only in seesaw III, as well as veand six lepton nal states. Therefore, a rst straightforward disrimination of seesawmodels results from onsidering the nal states in whih the signals an be seen andtheir statistial signiane, whih are not the same for seesaw I, II and III. Moreover,if a positive signal is found in a given hannel, the mass reonstrution of the heavyresonane an be often performed and its harge measured, giving lear diret evidenefor the prodution of the new partile. For example, doubly harged salars ∆++produed in seesaw II models often give from their deay a signal onsisting of twolike-sign leptons with an invariant mass very lose to M∆++, whereas the spetrum oflike-sign dilepton invariant masses in seesaw I and III does not exhibit any peak. Forhigh integrated luminosities, the opening angle distribution an also be tested in theleanest hannels, giving evidene for the salar or fermioni nature of the heavy statesprodued.We also have to point out that, sine the main interest in the arrival of the LHC erais in early disoveries (and a luminosity of 300 fb−1 will not be available until severalyears of LHC operation, in the optimisti senarios), we have onentrated our studyon seesaw messengers with masses lose to the eletroweak sale, whih in the ase ofseesaw II and III would be quikly disovered after quality data are available. Thus,for heavy neutrino singlets we have assumed a mass mN = 100 GeV, while for salarand triplet fermions the mass has been taken as 300 GeV. We have found that the besthannel for disovery, balaning large signal branhing ratios and small bakgrounds,is the trilepton one ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓. For salar triplets of this mass, 5σ disovery would bepossible with only 3.6 fb−1 of luminosity for normal neutrino mass hierarhy (NH) and0.9 fb−1 for inverted hierarhy (IH). For fermioni triplets the luminosity needed is 2.5fb−1, while for heavy neutrino singlets it is muh larger, around 180 fb−1. A leanmodel disrimination would be possible within the rst LHC year with 10 fb−1.In this paper we work out the minimal seesaw IIII senarios without new intera-tions. It is worth mentioning that the latter an mediate new prodution mehanismsof seesaw messengers, for example, heavy neutrinos in models with left-right symmetryand an additional WR boson [3942℄, models with an additional Z ′ [43,44℄ or with newsalar doublets [45,46℄. The same type of signals an also be produed by fourth genera-tion neutrinos [47℄. New interations an also lead to preditive indiret seesaw signals,as for example in type II seesaw in the ontext of supersymmetri models [4850℄. Al-ternatives to the seesaw mehanism are also possible, for example in R-parity violating4
supersymmetri models, leading to interesting onnetions between neutrino physisand ollider observables [5153℄ (for reviews see Refs. [54, 55℄ and referenes there in).The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In setion 2 we write down the rele-vant Lagrangian terms for the three seesaw types. We onentrate on the interationsmediating the prodution and deay proesses onsidered in this work using a notationthat, while being general, is intended to be standard and of easy use for readers notfamiliar with the models introdued. In setion 3 we desribe in detail the ommonfeatures of the analyses, whih are performed in setions 4, 5 and 6 for heavy neutri-nos, salar triplets and fermion triplets, respetively. We begin these setions with ashort introdution, and onlude them with a summary highlighting the main results,so that the reader may skip the details. Our onlusions are drawn in setion 7. In theAppendix we give the Feynman rules used in the Monte Carlo generators.2 General frameworkIn this setion we introdue the dierent seesaw models, set our onventions and writethe Lagrangian terms relevant to the prodution and deay proesses studied here. Wekeep the notation as simple as possible and similar for the three types of seesaw meh-anism. Constraints on the mixing of the new fermions and salars are briey reviewedat the end of eah subsetion. The Feynman rules are olleted in the Appendix.2.1 Seesaw IType-I seesaw is usually implemented by adding three right-handed urrent eigenstates
N ′iR, i = 1, 2, 3, transforming as singlets under the SM gauge group. This allows towrite a Yukawa interation for neutrinos analogous to the one for harged leptons,


























jR + H.. , (5)5








































µν ′iL Zµ , (7)with l′iL the harged lepton weak eigenstates and cW the osine of the weak mixingangle. The interation with the Higgs boson H , with the usual normalisation φ0 =

















H . (8)Then, the relevant interation terms for the heavy neutrino mass eigenstates Ni ≃
















































ν̄l (VlNPR + V
∗
lNPL)N H . (11)1We avoid writing parentheses in harge onjugate elds to simplify the notation, and write ψcL ≡
(ψL)
c, ψcR ≡ (ψR)c. 6
In the absene of any partiular symmetry in the Yukawa ouplings, light neutrinomasses mν are of the order Y 2v2/2mN , and the heavy neutrino mixings are VlN ∼
√












|VτNi|2 ≤ 0.0062 , (12)whih in partiular imply onstraints on the individual mixings VlN of a heavy neutrino



















































≤ 0.01 . (13)In the absene of some anellation among heavy neutrino ontributions (whih ouldbe possible [73℄) this bound implies that a heavy neutrino annot have sizeable mixingswith the eletron and muon simultaneously. Notie that the onstraints in Eqs. (13)an be easily evaded, for example, if eah heavy neutrino mixes with a dierent hargedlepton. 7

















< 5 × 10−8 GeV−1 . (14)If VeNj saturate the bound in Eq. (12), this limit an be fullled either demandingthat mNj are at the TeV sale [75℄ and then beyond LHC reah, or that there isa anellation among the dierent terms in Eq. (14), as it may happen in denitemodels [59℄, in partiular for (quasi)Dira neutrinos.2.2 Seesaw IIIn type II seesaw light neutrinos aquire masses from a gauge-invariant Yukawa inter-ation of the left-handed lepton doublets with a salar triplet ∆ of hyperharge Y = 1(with Q = T3 + Y ). Writing the triplet in Cartesian omponents ~∆ = (∆1, ∆2, ∆3),the Yukawa interation reads
LY = 1√
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(∆1 − i∆2) , ∆+ = ∆3 , ∆0 = 1√
2
(∆1 + i∆2) . (17)When the neutral triplet omponent aquires a vauum expetation value (vev) 〈∆0〉 =
v∆, the Yukawa interation in Eq. (15) indues a neutrino mass term
Lmass = −Y ∗ijv∆ ν̄iL νjR + H.c.
≡ −1
2








(V ∗MNSMdiagV †MNS)ij (20)whih allows to determine the triplet Yukawa ouplings from the diagonal neutrino massmatrix Mdiag, the triplet vev and the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata mixing matrix [76, 77℄
VMNS.The triplet Yukawa interation in Eq. (15) also generates triplet ouplings to theharged leptons. The relevant terms for our analysis are
L∆ll = Yij lciL ljL ∆++ + Y ∗ij ljL lciL ∆−− ,
L∆lν =
√
2Yij νiR ljL ∆
+ +
√
2Yij ljL νiR ∆
− , (21)where ∆−− = (∆++)† and ∆− = (∆+)†, as usual.The gauge interations of the triplet omponents are obtained from the kineti term
LK = (Dµ~∆)† · (Dµ~∆) , (22)where the ovariant derivative is



































(W 1µ − iW 2µ) , W−µ =
1√
2
(W 1µ + iW
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Constraints on the triplet parameters are muh less important than for heavy neu-trino singlets, beause the new salars an be produed at LHC by unsuppressed gaugeinterations. Eletroweak preision data set an upper limit on the triplet vev v∆. Themost reent bound obtained from a global t is [78℄
v∆ < 2 GeV , (27)whih is muh less stringent than the one derived from neutrino masses, Eq. (19), if Yijare of the order of the harged lepton Yukawa ouplings. The relative values of v∆ and
Yij, whose produt is xed by Eq. (19), determine the deays of the salars (a detaileddisussion an be found in setion 5). Limits on Yij arise from four-fermion proesseslike µ− → e+e−e−, τ → 3ℓ, as well as LFV proesses as µ → eγ [23,79℄. Constraints onproduts of two Yij are of the order 10−2 or larger [23℄, muh weaker than the expetedsize for these ouplings, exept for the produt
|YeeY ∗eµ| < 2.4 × 10−5 , (28)whih is obtained from µ− → e+e−e−. These onstraints are automatially satised if
Yij are of order 10−3, whih is onsistent with our assumption that the dilepton modesdominate the harged salar deays (see setion 5).2.3 Seesaw IIIIn type III seesaw the SM is usually enlarged with three leptoni triplets Σj , eahomposed by three Weyl spinors of zero hyperharge. We hoose the spinors to beright-handed under Lorentz transformations, following the notation in Refs. [23, 80℄to some extent. Writing the triplets in Cartesian omponents ~Σj = (Σ1j , Σ2j , Σ3j) andusing standard four-omponent notation, the triplet Yukawa interation with the leptondoublets takes the form
LY = −Yij L̄′iL(~Σj · ~τ) φ̃ + H.. , (29)with Y a 3×3 matrix of Yukawa ouplings. The triplet Majorana mass term mediatingthe seesaw is
LM = −1
2
Mij ~Σci · ~Σj + H.. , (30)with M a 3×3 symmetri matrix. Notie that all the members Σ1j , Σ2j , Σ3j of the triplet









j ) . (31)10
The physial partiles are harged Dira fermions E ′j and neutral Majorana fermions
N ′j (as before, we use primes for the weak interation eigenstates),










j . (32)Then, for our hoie of right-handed hirality for the triplets we have


















































+ H.c. (35)The gauge interations of the new triplets an be obtained from the kineti term
LK = i ~Σj · γµDµ ~Σj , (36)where a sum over j = 1, 2, 3 is understood. The ovariant derivative is














LZ = gcW Ē ′jγµE ′j Zµ ,
Lγ = e Ē ′jγµE ′j Aµ , (38)In the mass eigenstate basis, the interations with the photon are obviously the same.For the W and Z bosons they an be obtained after diagonalisation of the hargedlepton and neutrino mass matries. Rewriting Eqs. (38) and the SM interations interms of the mass eigenstates E, N (dropping the subindies) and SM leptons l, νl, therelevant terms are
LW = −g
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H , (42)where mΣ = mE = mN is the ommon triplet mass. Finally, using the fat that N and









ν̄l (VlNPR + V
∗












|VτNi|2 ≤ 0.00073 (44)
12
at 90% CL. Additional limits result from the non-observation of LFV proesses like

















































































≤ 0.0005 . (46)These limits are not relevant for heavy triplet prodution at LHC, whih takes plaethrough gauge interations of order unity. For the deay, the bounds on the mixing aresix orders of magnitude above the ritial values VlN ∼ O(10−8) for whih the gaugeboson deay modes begin to be suppressed with respet to other deays.3 General features of the analysesOur estimations of the disovery potential for seesaw messengers are performed bysimulating their prodution at LHC, together with the SM proesses whih may on-stitute a bakground. The signals and bakgrounds are alulated with matrix elementgenerators, whih produe event samples whih are feeded into Pythia 6.4 [81℄ to addinitial and nal state radiation (ISR, FSR) and pile-up, and perform hadronisation foreah event. After this, a fast detetor simulation program [82℄ is used, whose purposeis to simulate how the event would be seen in the ATLAS detetor. The tagging of band τ jets is performed with the ATLFASTB pakage, seleting eienies of 60% and50%, respetively, and the orresponding mistag rates: for b tagging, it is about 1%for light jets and 15% for c jets, and for τ tagging it is about 1% for non-tau jets. Theanalysis of the events is then performed in terms of harged leptons, jets and missingenergy.The heavy neutrino singlet signals, desribed further in setion 4, are generatedwith the Alpgen extension of Ref. [29℄. For salar and fermion triplet prodution a newgenerator Triada has been developed. For seesaw II it alulates ∆++∆−−, ∆±±∆∓and ∆+∆− prodution with subsequent leptoni deays ∆±± → l±i l±j , ∆± → l±i ν (seesetion 5), where li = e, µ, τ . (We will use l when referring to eletrons, muons and tauleptons, reserving ℓ for eletrons and muons only.) For seesaw III it alulates E+E−and E±N prodution with all deays to light leptons and gauge or Higgs bosons, as13
desribed in detail in setion 6. This is a umbersome task sine it involves 289 dierentnal states with 128 dierent matrix elements for E+E− and 748 nal states with 72matrix elements for E±N , whih have to be generated with their orresponding weights.Matrix elements for the 2 → n proesses (n = 4 for salar triplet and n = 6 for fermiontriplet prodution) are alulated using HELAS [83℄, inluding all spin and nite widtheets. Integration in phase spae is performed with VEGAS [84℄. The output of theprogram, in the form of unweighted events, inludes the olour struture neessary tointerfae it with Pythia.An equally important ingredient for a orret estimation of the disovery potentialof a signal is the bakground evaluation. Reent parton-level alulations [28, 3537℄underestimate SM bakgrounds beause they annot aount for several physial eetspresent in real experiments. One suh eet is the appearane of extra jets in the nalstate from ISR, FSR and espeially pile-up. In this way, proesses with a small numberof partons (and typially larger ross setions) give important ontributions to nalstates with a larger number of jets, due to pile-up. An illustrative example will befound in setion 6.9: 4/5 of the total ontribution of Wnj prodution (where nj standsfor n jets at the partoni level) to a nal state with four hard jets is due to multipliities
n = 0, 1, 2 at the partoni level. Another physial eet whih annot be inludedin parton-level alulations is the prodution of isolated harged leptons from b quarkdeays. As we found in previous work [29℄, tt̄nj and bb̄nj are the main SM bakgroundsgiving two like-sign leptons ℓ±ℓ± (ℓ = e, µ). In the former ase, this happens when the
tt̄ pair deays semileptonially, and one b quark gives the seond lepton, while in thelatter both harged leptons result from b deays. Likewise, three leptons ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ anbe produed in the dilepton deay of a tt̄ pair, the third lepton oming from a b quark.Charged leptons from b quark deays typially have small transverse momentum, butthe ross setion for tt̄nj prodution is three orders of magnitude larger than for thesignals onsidered and even larger for bb̄nj, 1.4 µb. Besides, signals sometimes haveleptons whih are not very energeti, e.g. when they originate from τ deays. In anyase, suppressing these bakgrounds without eliminating important signal ontributionsis not easy. A third eet whih makes a parton level alulation insuient is thatsometimes a harged lepton is missed by the detetor, for example beause it is loatedinside a hadroni jet and thus it is not isolated. This is important, for instane, forlike-sign dilepton signals, where one of the main bakgrounds is WZnj produtionwhen one of the leptons from the Z deay is missed by the detetor.In order to have preditions for SM bakgrounds as aurate as possible we useAlpgen [85℄ to generate hard events whih are interfaed to Pythia using the MLMpresription [86℄ to perform a mathing between the soft radiation generated by14
Proess Deay L Events
tt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 6 semileptoni 300 fb−1 60.8 M
tt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 6 dileptoni 300 fb−1 15.2 M
bb̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 3 all 0.075 fb−1 116 M
cc̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 3 all 0.075 fb−1 145 M
tj W → lν 300 fb−1 9.5 M
tb̄ W → lν 300 fb−1 540 K
tW all 300 fb−1 16 M
tt̄tt̄ all 300 fb−1 1.6 K
tt̄bb̄ all 300 fb−1 340 K
Wnj, n = 0, 1, 2 W → lν 10 fb−1 557.4 M
Wnj, n = 3, . . . , 6 W → lν 30 fb−1 10 M
Wbb̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 W → lν 300 fb−1 5.2 M
Wcc̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 W → lν 300 fb−1 5.5 M
Wtt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 W → lν 300 fb−1 50.6 K
Z/γ nj, n = 0, 1, 2, mll < 120 GeV Z → l+l− 10 fb−1 54.9 M
Z/γ nj, n = 3, . . . , 6, mll < 120 GeV Z → l+l− 30 fb−1 1.1 M
Z/γ nj, n = 0, . . . , 6, mll > 120 GeV Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 17.3 M
Zbb̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 2 M
Zcc̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 1.8 M
Ztt̄nj, n = 0, . . . , 4 Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 18.7 K
WWnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 W → lν 300 fb−1 2.9 M
WZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 W → lν, Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 377 K
ZZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 37.4 K
WWWnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 2W → lν 300 fb−1 14.7 K
WWZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 all 300 fb−1 48.7 K
WZZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 all 300 fb−1 15.3 K
ZZZnj, n = 0, . . . , 3 2Z → l+l− 300 fb−1 114Table 1: Bakground proesses onsidered in the simulations. The seond olumnindiates the deay modes inluded (where l = e, µ, τ), and the third olumn theluminosity equivalent generated. The last olumn orresponds to the number of eventsafter mathing, with K and M standing for 103 and 106 events, respetively.Pythia and the hard jets generated by Alpgen avoiding double ounting. Bakgroundsamples are generated with large statistis, often 300 fb−1, in order to avoid utuationsin the nal seleted samples. This is a demanding omputational task, whih wouldtake around ten years in a modern single proessor system. The bakgrounds generatedand the orresponding luminosities are olleted in Table 1. For bb̄nj and cc̄nj the15
statistis is small but the samples are still very large, allowing to estimate orretlythese bakgrounds as desribed in detail in appendix A of Ref. [29℄. Signals are allgenerated with a statistis of 3000 fb−1, and all results are resaled to 30 fb−1 in theTables.The proedure used for estimating the statistial signiane of a signal is onsid-ered ase by ase. In the absene of any systemati unertainty on the bakground,the statistial signiane would be S0 ≡ S/√B, where S and B are the number ofsignal and bakground events, or its analogous from the P -number for small bak-grounds where Poisson statistis must be applied. Nevertheless, there are systematiunertainties in the bakground evaluation from several soures: the theoretial alu-lation, parton distribution funtions (PDFs), the ollider luminosity, pile-up, ISR andFSR, et. as well as some spei unertainties related to the detetor like the energysale and b tagging eieny. Provided that the signal manifests as a lear peak in adistribution (as in doubly harged salar prodution) or a long tail, it will be possi-ble to normalise the bakground diretly from data, and extrat the peak signiane.In this ase, we give estimators of the sensitivity onsidering two hypotheses for thebakground normalisation:(a) the SM bakground normalisation does not have any unertainty;(b) the SM bakground is normalised diretly from data.In some of the ases examined the signal has a wide distribution and the SM bak-ground annot be normalised from data. In suh situations we inlude a 20% bak-ground unertainty in the signiane summed in quadrature, using as estimator S20 ≡
S/
√
B + (0.2B)2.4 Seesaw I signalsFor our study we onsider the single heavy neutrino prodution proess
qq̄′ → W ∗ → l±N , (47)with l = e, µ, τ . Its ross setion depends on mN as well as on the small mixing VlN ,to whih the amplitude is proportional. Its dependene on mN is plotted in Fig. 1,normalised to |VlN |2 = 1.2 Heavy Majorana neutrino singlets deay to SM leptons plus2The total ross setion plotted in Fig. 2 of Ref. [29℄ is underestimated by a fator of two, while theross setions with N deay and with kinematial uts, as well as the numbers of events inluded in allTables, are orret. We thank B. Gavela for bringing this inorret normalisation into our attention.16




















Figure 1: Cross setion for prodution of heavy neutrino singlets qq̄ → l±N at LHC.a gauge or Higgs boson, with partial widths























































. (48)For mN < MW these two body deays are not possible and N deays into threefermions, mediated by o-shell bosons. Within any of these four deay modes, thebranhing frations for individual nal states l = e, µ, τ are in the ratios |VeN |2 :
|VµN |2 : |VτN |2. However, as it an be learly seen from Eqs. (48), the total branhingratio for eah of the four hannels above (summing over l) is independent of the heavyneutrino mixing and determined only by mN and the gauge and Higgs boson masses.Heavy neutrino prodution ross setions are suppressed by the small mixings
|VeN |2 ≤ 0.0030, |VµN |2 ≤ 0.0032, |VτN |2 ≤ 0.0062 [69℄, and then the observabilityof lN prodution is limited to masses up to 150 GeV approximately due to the largebakgrounds [29℄.3 In this situation, heavy neutrino deay produts are not very en-ergeti and SM bakgrounds are important. Among the possible nal states given byEqs. (48), only harged urrent deays give nal states whih may be observable in3The mass reah is muh larger at e+e− [56,73℄ and eγ [87℄ olliders, whose environment is leaner(see Ref. [57℄ for a review).
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priniple. Likewise, other single prodution proesses like
qq̄ → Z∗ → νN ,
gg → H∗ → νN (49)give ℓ± and ℓ+ℓ− nal states whih are unobservable due to the huge bakgrounds.Pair prodution
qq̄ → Z∗ → NN (50)has its ross setion suppressed by |VlN |4, phase spae and the Z propagator, and isthus negligible.In a previous work [29℄ we have studied in great detail the observability of heavyneutrino singlets in the like-sign dilepton nal state for mN > MW as well as for
mN < MW , performing sophistiated likelihood analyses to eetively suppress thebakgrounds. We found that a heavy neutrino oupling only to the eletron with
|VeN |2 = 0.0054 ould be disovered up to mN = 145 GeV, and if it ouples to the muonwith |VµN |2 = 0.0096 it ould be disovered up to 200 GeV. (If it ouples only to the tauthe signals are swamped by the SM bakground.) For heavy neutrinos lighter than the
W boson, we found that, for example, a 60 GeV neutrino oupling to the muon mightbe disovered up to |VµN |2 = 4.9×10−5. These limits, however, are obtained from veryoptimised analyses whih use as input the heavy neutrino mass to build the probabilitydistributions for the heavy neutrino signal. In this setion we will take the oppositeapproah, following the philosophy of this paper: we will investigate whether withgeneri model-independent uts the heavy neutrino (as well as seesaw II and seesawIII signals) might be observable. Of ourse, dediated experimental searhes an bearried out assuming some value for mN and optimising the kinematial distributionsfor this mass to ahieve the best sensitivity. But, at least in a rst step, LHC searhesare likely to be performed with general and model-independent event seletions.A major dierene between heavy neutrino signals studied in this setion and salartriplet and fermion triplet signals onerns lepton avour. For the latter, the SMbakgrounds involving eletrons and muons are alike at large transverse momenta,and it makes sense to perform avour blind searhes summing eletrons and muons.This is also sensible from the point of view of the signals, whih have the same rosssetions if the new states ouple to the eletron, the muon or both, as it will be arguedin setions 5 and 6. On the other hand, for heavy neutrino prodution the situation islearly dierent. At low transverse momenta SM bakgrounds involving eletrons aremuh larger than those involving muons, as shown in Ref. [29℄, and searhes must beperformed independently in order to avoid that a possible signal in muon nal states is18
hidden by eletron bakgrounds. Moreover, heavy neutrino signals are dierent if theheavy neutrino ouples to the eletron, the muon or both: if it ouples to the eletron
e±N prodution will take plae, if it ouples to the muon we will have µ±N prodution,and if it ouples to both we will have the two proesses simultaneously. Therefore, forheavy neutrino searhes it is onvenient to divide nal states by lepton avour.In what follows we assume two senarios: (i) a heavy neutrino oupling only tothe eletron with |VeN |2 = 0.0030, labelled as senario S1; (ii) oupling only to themuon with |VµN |2 = 0.0032, labelled as senario S2. We will take a mass mN =
100 GeV, between the two ases previously studied. For suh a heavy neutrino massthe prodution ross setion is large, and the kinematis of the signal is ompletelydierent from the other ases. The deay branhing ratios are Br(N → l−W+) =Br(N → l+W−) = 0.43, Br(N → νZ) = 0.14. We will examine nal states with (a)three harged leptons ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓X; (b) two like-sign dileptons ℓ±ℓ±X, where X denotespossible additional jets and the leptons an have dierent avour. Final states withtwo opposite-sign leptons or only one lepton are unobservable for these small rosssetions.4.1 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓Trilepton signals are produed in the two harged urrent deay hannels of the heavyneutrino, with subsequent leptoni deay of the W boson, e.g.
ℓ+N → ℓ+ℓ−W+ → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ+ν̄ ,
ℓ+N → ℓ+ℓ+W− → ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ν , (51)(and small additional ontributions from τ leptoni deays). This nal state is verylean one that WZnj prodution an be almost eliminated with a simple ut on theinvariant mass of opposite harge leptons.For event pre-seletion we require the presene of two like-sign harged leptons ℓ1and ℓ2 (ordered by dereasing pT ) with transverse momentum larger than 30 GeV, andan additional lepton of opposite harge. The hoie of the pT ut for like-sign leptonsis motivated by the need to redue bakgrounds where soft leptons are produed in bdeays, for example tt̄nj in the dilepton hannel. For event seletion, in a rst step weonly require that neither of the two opposite-sign lepton pairs have an invariant massloser to MZ than 10 GeV. These pre-seletion and seletion riteria are the same asthose applied in the analysis of salar and fermion triplet signals in the next setions,but in this subsetion we split the sample in two disjoint sets: nal states with atleast two eletrons (labelled as 2e) and with at least two muons (2µ). The number19
of events for the signal and the largest bakgrounds is given in Table 2 for these twostages of event seletion.Pre-seletion Seletion Impr. seletion
2e 2µ 2e 2µ 2e 2µ
N (S1) 37.1 0 32.4 0 28.6 0
N (S2) 0 37.8 0 33.1 0 29.6
tt̄nj 244.8 78.0 159.8 52.4 58.4 16.3
tW 14.8 3.0 10.5 1.7 6.5 0.6
Wtt̄nj 25.6 19.9 20.6 14.5 3.8 2.6
Zbb̄nj 17.1 16.2 1.1 0.9 0.5 0.1
Ztt̄nj 82.5 69.9 10.3 6.5 2.6 1.1
WZnj 2166.4 1947.3 49.2 24.3 36.8 17.8
ZZnj 141.0 135.0 2.8 1.4 1.6 1.2
WWWnj 10.8 12.0 7.9 8.9 4.7 5.3
WWZnj 23.9 18.8 1.1 0.7 0.8 0.4Table 2: Number of events for ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signals and main bakgrounds with a luminosityof 30 fb−1.The invariant mass of the like-sign leptons mℓ1ℓ2 is a good disriminant amongdierent soures of new physis giving ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signals. In the ase of heavy neutrinoprodution this distribution, presented in Fig. 2, is broad and without a long tail. Forlarger N masses the mℓ1ℓ2 tail will be longer, but in this ase the ross setions are muhsmaller. In dimuon nal states the bakgrounds are very small and a signal in senarioS2 might be deteted (although with a signiane smaller than 5σ) without the needof further improvements in the analysis, provided that the bakground unertainties aresmall. Negleting them, the exess of events would amount to a statistial signiane
S0 = 3.1σ, whereas if we onsider a 20% systemati unertainty in the bakground thesigniane is smaller, S20 = 1.3σ. This exess is distributed aross the mℓ1ℓ2 range, asit is shown on the right side of Fig. 2, and does not display a peak as it does in salartriplet prodution (see next setion) nor a long tail as in fermion triplet prodution(see setion 6). This fat makes it diult to normalise the bakground diretly fromdata in a given ontrol region to extrat the signiane of an exess in another phasespae region, as it will be done in some of the ases analysed in this paper.Other kinematial distributions, for example the transverse momenta of the like-sign leptons, exhibit analogous behaviour with the event exess distributed in a widerange but without long tails whih would be a lear indiation of the presene of a20






















































Figure 2: Left: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the like-sign dilepton in-variant mass for the signals in the two heavy neutrino senarios. Right: the same, forthe SM and the SM plus the signal in senario S2 at the seletion level. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.new physis signal. This implies that, in order to be deteted, heavy neutrino signalsrequire dediated analyses, often optimised for a given mN value, as the one presentedin Ref. [29℄. For this spei heavy neutrino signal there are additional uts whih anbe imposed to further redue bakgrounds. For an improved event seletion we askthat(i) no b jets an be present in the nal state;(ii) the like-sign leptons must be bak-to-bak, with their angle in transverse planelarger than π/2.These seletion riteria are onvenient for this heavy neutrino singlet signal but ratherinadequate for fermion triplet signals in the same nal state. The number of eventsafter these additional requirements is given in the last two olumns of Table 2. Thestatistial signiane does not reah 5σ in any of the ases: S20 = 1.1 in senario S1and S20 = 2.6 in S2. The variable seletion an still be improved and uts optimisedfor this partiular value of mN , obtaining S20 = 1.7 in senario S1 and S20 = 3.7 inS2 (allowing disovery with 180 fb−1), and we expet that muh better results will beobtained with a probabilisti analysis. This is in agreement with our statement thatheavy neutrino singlets require dediated searhes, optimised for their detetion.
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4.2 Final state ℓ±ℓ±Heavy neutrino signals in this nal state have been widely studied [2529℄. They areprodued from the LNV neutrino deay and subsequent hadroni W deay, or leptonideay when the lepton is missed. In this setion we investigate whether a searhbased on simple seletion riteria ould nd suh a signal. For event pre-seletion werequire the presene of two like-sign harged leptons with pT > 30 GeV. Even with thisrelatively large transverse momentum ut, SM bakgrounds are non-negligible, as ithas been shown elsewhere [29℄. The orresponding numbers of events are olleted inTable 3. We onsider independently the e±e± and µ±µ± nal states for eah of the twoheavy neutrino senarios. e±µ± signals are not generated in any of them (although theyare produed if a heavy neutrino simultaneously ouples to the eletron and muon),and hene they are not onsidered.Pre-seletion Seletion
2e 2µ 2e 2µ
N (S1) 28.1 0 13.5 0
N (S2) 0 25.6 0 13.5
tt̄nj 620.0 8.4 36.7 0.1
tW 39.3 1.1 4.2 0.2
Wtt̄nj 53.7 45.1 1.1 0.7
WWnj 54.2 47.8 5.2 4.8
WZnj 269.9 182.6 23.7 13.8
WWWnj 21.2 22.6 1.2 1.3Table 3: Number of events for the like-sign dilepton signals and main bakgrounds fora luminosity of 30 fb−1.Despite the larger branhing ratio, the number of signal events is smaller than inthe previous trilepton hannel beause the harged leptons from N → ℓW deay (witha mass mN = 100 GeV) are not very energeti in general, and the requirement pT > 30GeV severely redues the signal.4 For larger heavy neutrino masses the eieny islarger but signal ross setions are smaller.For event nal seletion we also require:(i) at least two jets in the nal state with pT > 20 GeV, and no b-tagged jets;4In most of the trilepton signal events the like-sign sub-leading lepton results from leptoni Wdeay, and hene the suppression is smaller. 22
(ii) missing energy smaller than 30 GeV;(iii) the transverse angle between the two leptons must be larger than π/2.The number of events passing these uts is also inluded in Table 3. After this simpleevent seletion the heavy neutrino signals in the dieletron hannel are not signiant,with S0 = 1.5σ, S20 = 0.7σ but in the dimuon hannel the event exess amounts to
S0 = 2.9σ, S20 = 2.1σ, whih would be notied if the bakground normalisation ispreise enough. The invariant mass distribution of both signals (without bakground)at pre-seletion level is shown in Fig. 3 (left), and for senario S2 the distribution alsoinluding the bakground is shown in Fig. 3 (right) at seletion level. We an observethat again the signal dilepton distribution is very broad but without a long tail, whihdistinguishes the neutrino singlet from salar and fermion triplet prodution.






















































Figure 3: Left: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the like-sign dilepton in-variant mass for the signals in the two heavy neutrino senarios. Right: the same, forthe SM and the SM plus the signal in senario S2 at the seletion level. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.The reonstrution of the signal may be useful for its identiation when largeluminosities are available. The W boson deaying hadronially an be reonstrutedto some extent from the two jets with largest transverse momentum, as it is shown inFig. 4 (up, left). As it happens for larger neutrino masses [29℄, the reonstrution isnot very good and the disriminating power against the bakground is small, so thatperforming a ut on this variable results in a large signal loss. The reason for this badreonstrution is that for the heavy neutrino signal the jets from the W deay oftenhave small transverse momentum (one that the harged lepton is required by pre-seletion to have pT > 30 GeV), and often one or the two jets seleted to reonstrutthe W boson are produed from pile-up. 23
The heavy neutrino mass an be reonstruted from the W boson and one of theharged leptons. In priniple, it an be found by taking both possibilities and on-struting a plot with two entries per event. The kinematial distribution displays apeak near the true mN , as shown in Fig. 4 (up, right) whih might be visible overthe baground (this Figure, down). The observability of this peak is ompromised bythe large bakground in senario S1, and by the small statistis in both ases. If theheavy neutrino mass is known from other soure then invariant mass uts an be per-formed, improving the signiane to S20 = 1.2σ, S20 = 3.1σ in senarios S1 and S2,respetively. In the latter, the heavy neutrino signal an be disovered with 180 fb−1.Finally, it is worth remarking again that the results presented here an be improved if,instead of a simple appliation of kinematial uts like we have done here, one performsa likelihood analysis as in Ref. [29℄. But in any ase heavy neutrino signals are verysmall and diult to observe.






















































































































Figure 4: Up, left: reonstruted W mass. Up, right: ℓ1jj + ℓ2jj invariant mass dis-tribution (two entries per event). Down: ℓ1jj + ℓ2jj distribution for the two senariosinluding bakground. All distributions orrespond to seletion level and a luminosityof 30 fb−1.
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4.3 OutlookHeavy neutrino signals are limited by the small mixing of the heavy neutrino requiredby preision onstraints [69℄. This fat implies that only masses of the order of 100GeV are aesible at LHC. For this mass range, SM bakgrounds are larger and, sineprodution ross setions are relatively small, heavy neutrino singlets are rather diultto observe.In this setion we have assumed a mass mN = 100 GeV and examined the possiblesignals in the like-sign dilepton nal state, whih is the only hannel onsidered inmany studies, and also in the trilepton nal state. To our knowledge, this hannelhas not been previously studied in the ontext of heavy neutrino prodution, possiblydue to its smaller ross setion. We have found that for this partiular heavy neutrinomass the trilepton hannel is slightly better than the like-sign dilepton one. Althoughthis fat may well be spei for the heavy neutrino mass assumed, it underlines theimportane of searhing for heavy neutrinos in all the hannels in whih they mightgive observable signals. Indeed, the trilepton hannel allows to disover Dira neutrinosinglets [64℄, whih do not give signiant like-sign dilepton signals.Heavy neutrino signals are haraterised by low transverse momenta, and by abroad like-sign dilepton invariant mass distribution whih does not have peaks norlong tails. This allows to distinguish them from salar triplet (seesaw II) and fermiontriplet (seesaw III) signals . But, more importantly, salar and fermion triplets leadto other nal states whih are not present in heavy neutrino prodution, and thus thedisrimination should be easy in ase that a positive signal is observed.5 Seesaw II signalsWe onsider three proesses in whih the members of the salar triplet an be produedin hadron ollisions,
qq̄ → Z∗ / γ∗ → ∆++∆−− ,
qq̄′ → W ∗ → ∆±±∆∓ ,
qq̄ → Z∗ / γ∗ → ∆+∆− . (52)Their ross setions only depend on the salar masses, beause the interations arexed by the triplet gauge ouplings. We assume for simpliity that ∆++ and ∆+
25
are degenerate.5 The ross setions are plotted in Fig. 5 (left) as a funtion of theommon salar mass. As emphasised in Ref. [33℄, the mixed ∆±±∆∓ prodution is thelargest soure of doubly harged salars, with a ross setion about twie larger thanfor ∆++∆−−, whereas for ∆+∆− it is smaller. Proesses involving ∆0 prodution arenot inluded beause they do not ontribute to the nal states studied.The ross setion for four lepton nal states in whih we are interested depends onthe vev v∆ as well, through the deay branhing ratios. For the spei ase of ∆++deays, we have










(1 − 4r2W )1/2(1 − 4r2W + 12r4W ) , (53)where li = e, µ, τ for i = 1, 2, 3, δij is the Kroneker delta and rW = MW /M∆++. TheYukawa ouplings Yij are related to the neutrino masses by Eq. (20), so that the sumof partial widths to dilepton nal states is
∑
ij






, (54)independently of the details of light neutrino mixing. The deay of ∆±± always takesplae inside the detetor, beause when v∆ is large and the dilepton hannel is sup-pressed the diboson hannel is enhaned [36℄, and vie versa. For v∆ suiently smallthe deays of the doubly harged salar are dominated by the dilepton mode. Let usassume for the moment that light neutrino masses saturate the bound [2℄
∑
mνi < 0.4 eV , (55)in whih ase they are quasi-degenerate. Then, the dependene of the ross setion for
∆++∆−− → l+l+l−l− prodution on M∆++ and v∆ is as shown on the right side of Fig. 5(τ leptons are inluded in the nal state but their deay is not taken into aount forthe moment). For omparison we plot the v∆ band orresponding to Yukawa ouplings
Yij of the same order as the eletron and tau Yukawas. Note, however, that there is noreason in priniple to expet that the triplet Yukawa oupling to the harged leptonsin Eq. (15) are the same as the Dira oupling to the Higgs doublet. These values for
v∆ must be regarded only as a hint, showing that if doublet and triplet Yukawas areof the same size, then the dilepton deay mode ∆++ → l+i l+j dominates. For neutrino5A term λ5(φ†τ iφ)(~∆†T i~∆) in the salar potential indues a mass splitting between the tripletstates ∼ λ5/g2 (M2W /M∆), whih is small enough to neglet salar deays into other triplet membersif λ5 is smaller than 1 and the Yukawa ouplings Yij are not too small [33℄.26
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Figure 5: Left: Cross setion for prodution of harged salar pairs ∆++∆−−, ∆±±∆∓and ∆+∆− at LHC. Right: ross setion for ∆++∆−− deaying into four lepton nalstates.masses not saturating the bound in Eq. (55) the whole plot in Fig. 5 (right) salesup or down with the neutrino mass sum, inluding the band Yij = Ye, Yij = Yτ , andthe same argument applies. We will then assume that doubly harged salars deay totwo harged leptons. Using an analogous argument, it follows that ∆± predominantlydeay into a harged lepton and a neutrino, with partial widths
Γ(∆+ → l+i νj) =
M∆+
8π
|Yij|2 . (56)Salar triplets with masses of the order of 1 TeV or lighter are also predited in LittleHiggs models [88℄ (see for a review Ref. [89℄) and some models of grand uniation [90℄.If we impose extra symmetries to make the heavy setor of the model less sensitive toeletroweak preision onstraints, as for instane in the Littlest Higgs model with T-parity [91℄, the oupling φ†(~τ · ~∆)φ̃ an be forbidden and, onsequently, a non-zero
v∆. In this ase our analysis fully applies but light neutrino masses are not generated.One an imagine, however, a very weak breaking of T-parity and then a tiny v∆, inagreement with our assumption [34℄.The relative abundane of l = e, µ, τ in ∆±± and ∆± deays is determined by thelight neutrino mixing matrix [34℄, inluding the Dira and Majorana phases, and in fatit may be used to determine VMNS from branhing ratio measurements [9294℄. Hene,a ruial onsequene of this relation is that the observability of salar triplets stronglydepends on light neutrino mixing parameters. Deays ∆±± → e±e±/µ±µ±/e±µ± arevery lean, produing two energeti like-sign harged leptons with an invariant masslose to M∆++ . On the ontrary, deays to tau leptons are more diult to identify andhave muh larger bakgrounds. Tau leptons an deay leptonially τ → eνν̄, τ → µνν̄with a branhing ratio around 17% eah, giving eletrons and muons less energeti than27
the parent τ . Hadroni tau deays an only be tagged with a ertain eieny, andalways suer the ontamination from SM bakgrounds with fake tau tags from jets.(For example, orresponding to a τ tag eieny of 50%, the fake rate is around 1%.)The relevant quantity whih determines the observability of ∆±± is the branhing ratioto eletrons and muons,
reµ ≡ Br(∆±± → e±e±/µ±µ±/e±µ±) . (57)From the point of view of the signal, eletrons and muons are quite alike, with similardetetion eienies. From the point of view of SM bakgrounds, at high transversemomenta (suh as those involved in the deay of ∆±± with few hundreds of GeV) like-sign dieletron and dimuon nal states are omparable, in ontrast with the behaviourat lower transverse momenta, where dieletrons are muh more abundant [29℄. In ouranalysis we will sum over nal states with eletrons and muons. A detailed examinationof the relative number of eah is ruial to reonstrut the MNS matrix [9294℄ buthardly aets the observability of doubly harged salars.In Fig. 6 we present the 67.3% CL allowed regions for reµ for normal hierarhy(NH), inverted hierarhy (IH) and quasi-degenerate (QD) neutrino masses. In the rstand seond ases we assume that the lightest neutrino is massless. The MNS mixingmatrix is parameterised as usual,
VMNS =  c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13




× diag (1, e−iβ2/2, e−iβ3/2) . (58)We use the best t values of mass dierenes and mixing angles in Ref. [95℄ with theerrors quoted there, and for the unknown Majorana phases we assume a at probability.The 67.3% CL regions are obtained with the aeptane-rejetion method, as desribedin detail in Ref. [96℄ for the program TopFit. The bands show the dependene of reµon one phase or ombination of phases, with the dependene on the rest of parameters(additional phases, the unknown value of s13, et.) reeted in the band width. For NH
reµ mainly depends on the phase dierene β2 − β3 but the variation is moderate. Weobserve that the total branhing ratio to eletrons and muons is modest, around 30%,and for β2 −β3 = π it an be as low as 5%, making the doubly harged salars hard todisover in this ase. For IH reµ is muh larger, about 60%, depending on β2. For QDneutrinos reµ depends on both phases and only the dependene on β2−β3 (whih is thestrongest) is shown. For this mass hierarhy reµ ∼ 0.45, between the values obtainedfor NH and IH. For our simulations we selet two benhmark senarios illustrating the28
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Figure 6: Branhing ratio reµ to eletron and muon nal states for normal and invertedhierarhy, and quasi-degenerate neutrinos.two extreme ases: (i) NH with s13 = 0, β2 −β3 = π, for whih reµ = 0.21; (ii) IH with
s13 = 0, β2 = β3 = 0, for whih reµ = 0.65. For squared mass dierenes and mixingangles we take the entral values in Ref. [95℄.In the rest of this setion we study the observability of the salar triplets in severalnal states, whih we lassify aording to the number of harged leptons in the sample:(a) ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−X; (b) ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓X; () ℓ±ℓ±X; (d) ℓ+ℓ−jτX; (e) ℓ±jτjτ jτX, where ℓ onlyorresponds to eletrons and muons (but not neessarily all with the same avour), jτdenotes a jet tagged as a tau jet and X refers to additional jets, tagged or not. Weassume a ommon mass M∆++ = M∆+ = 300 GeV.5.1 Final state ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−This is a very good hannel for the observation of ∆++∆−− prodution, beause of itspratially absent SM bakground. However, the salar triplet signals in this deaymode are smaller than in other nal states, beause29
1. Only ∆++∆−− prodution ontributes beause ∆±±∆∓, with a ross setion twotimes larger, gives at most three harged leptons.2. For NH, requiring the presene of four harged leptons signiantly redues thesignal. Four leptons an be produed (a) when both salars deay ∆±± →
e±e±, µ±µ±, e±µ±, whih has a small total branhing ratio ∼ (0.2)2 for NH, and;(b) in deays ∆±± → e±τ±, µ±τ±, τ±τ±, when the τ leptons deay to eletronsand muons plus neutrinos, whih happens with a branhing ratio of 34%. Finalstates with a smaller number of leptons have larger branhing ratios, whih alsoinlude ombinatorial fators (see next subsetion).3. All four leptons have to be isolated, within the detetor aeptane and withtransverse momentum above a ertain threshold, leading to a lower detetioneieny than in hannels with a smaller number of leptons.As pre-seletion we require for signals and bakgrounds the presene of four isolatedharged leptons, two positively and two negatively harged. Among the four leptons,at least two must have transverse momentum larger than 30 GeV. We also requirethe absene of additional non-isolated muons (from now on, this will be impliitlyunderstood). For event seletion we only ask that the event does not have two oppositeharge pairs with an invariant mass loser to MZ than 5 GeV. Charged leptons arelabelled as follows: ℓ1 is the one with highest transverse momentum, ℓ2 is the otherlepton with the same sign, and ℓ3, ℓ4 the remaining two leptons ordered by dereasing
pT . Then, neither the pairs (ℓ1, ℓ3), (ℓ2, ℓ4) nor (ℓ1, ℓ4), (ℓ2, ℓ3) an simultaneously haveinvariant mass within a 5 GeV interval around MZ .6 This requirement does not aetthe signal and is suient to suppress ZZnj prodution below the other bakgrounds.The remaining bakgrounds, mainly tt̄nj, onentrate at lower invariant masses and arenot dangerous. The number of signal events and main bakgrounds at the pre-seletionand seletion levels is olleted in Table 4.There are several interesting points to be learnt from the data in this table. For NH,the nal number of events for four lepton signals at pre-seletion is rather small, 34.9events whih orrespond to only 7.4% of the ∆++∆−− pairs produed. This frationis larger than r2eµ = 4.6% due to tau leptoni deays, whih give additional four leptonevents but with a like-sign dilepton invariant mass smaller than M∆++ . This anbe learly observed in Fig. 7 (left). The peaks orrespond to ∆±± deays into two6A stronger bakground suppression an be ahieved by demanding that neither of the oppositeharge lepton pairs has an invariant mass onsistent with MZ , whih eliminates Zbb̄nj and Ztt̄nj.This slightly dereases the signal and leads to a smaller statistial signiane. Moreover, suh a utwould suppress a possible fermion triplet signal in this hannel (see setion 6.4).30
Pre-seletion Seletion
∆++∆−− (NH) 34.9 34.9




ZZnj 617.7 98.7Table 4: Number of events for the four lepton signals and main bakgrounds for aluminosity of 30 fb−1.




































































 (IH)Figure 7: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the two like-sign dilepton in-variant masses for the NH (left) and IH (right) signals, assuming a luminosity of 30fb−1.eletrons or muons, while the broad part of the distributions orrespond to τ deays.By onstrution, the ℓ1ℓ2 peak is higher beause harged leptons from τ deays areless energeti. The number of events where mℓ1ℓ2 and mℓ3ℓ4 are both in the windows
280− 320 GeV is 7.5, orresponding to only 1.6% of the ∆++∆−− pairs. We also pointout that the broad part of the mℓℓ distributions behaves as ombinatorial bakgrounddereasing the height of the peak with respet to the at part. For IH the number ofevents at pre-seletion is four times larger than for NH, and the peaks are muh morepronouned, as it an be observed in Fig. 7 (right).Disovering the ∆±± does not require to see both dilepton pairs with masses around
M∆++ (for whih the number of events is muh smaller), but on the ontrary it is enoughto identify a lear peak in the mℓ1ℓ2 distribution, whih is plotted in Fig. 8 for the SMbakgrounds only and for the SM bakgrounds plus the NH signal (left) and the IHsignal (right). In both ases the peaks are learly visible, although for NH the number31






























































Figure 8: ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass distribution for the SM and the SM plus the salar tripletsignal in the ases of NH (left) and IH (right). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.of events at the peak is small even for 30 fb−1. In Table 5 we ollet the number ofsignal and bakground events at the peak, taken as the window
280 < mℓ1ℓ2 < 320 GeV , (59)and making the two hypotheses for the bakground normalisation mentioned in se-tion 3:(a) The SM bakground normalisation does not have any unertainty, so that all theevent exess at the peak an be interpreted as signal.(b) The SM bakground must be normalised diretly from data, in whih ase the o-peak signal ontributes as ombinatorial bakground, reduing the signiane ofthe peak.The situation in a real experiment will be between these two ases. We also inlude inTable 5 the luminosity needed to have 5σ signiane, for whih we require to have anevent exess not ompatible with a bakground utuation at 5σ, and to have at least10 signal (ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−) events.We nally investigate if the salar nature of ∆±± an be established. We examinethe opening angle distribution, dened in terms of the angle θ between the momentaof ∆++ and the estimated diretion of the inoming quark (positive z if the ∆++∆−−system moves in this diretion or negative z otherwise) in the ∆++∆−− entre of mass(CM) frame. In order to ensure a orret reonstrution of this frame we requirethat both dilepton pairs have a mass lose to the peak, between 280 and 320 GeV. Thedependene of the peak ross setion on the opening angle is presented in Fig. 9 for both32
Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LNH 20.4 3.0 14.7 fb−1 18.1 5.3 18.6 fb−1IH 110.4 3.0 2.7 fb−1 107.3 6.1 2.8 fb−1Table 5: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events in the mℓ1ℓ2 peak for 30fb−1 in ases (a) and (b) explained in the text, and luminosity L required to have a 5σdisovery in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− nal state.NH and IH senarios. We observe that the reonstrution is very good even withoutintroduing orretion funtions to aount for the detetor eets, and renementssuh as using the Collins-Soper angle [97℄ are not neessary either. The shape of thedistributions obtained, proportional to 1 − cos2 θ, orresponds to the prodution ofsalar partiles. However, the number of events at the peaks, whih is 7.5 for NH and88.4 for IH with a luminosity of 30 fb−1, is too small to observe these distributionsexept for relatively large integrated luminosities. (In Fig. 9 the signal is simulatedusing 3000 fb−1.) In Fig. 10 we show the possible results of an experiment with 30 fb−1.For NH one has some hints pointing to a 1− cos2 θ distribution, although nothing anbe onluded with the small number of events observed. For IH the distribution seemssuiently good so as to establish the salar nature of ∆±±, but we do not addresshere this issue quantitatively.




























−Figure 9: Normalised ∆++ opening angle distribution at the mℓℓ peaks for NH and IH,for the four lepton signals.
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Figure 10: Possible experimental results for the ∆++ opening angle distribution in thease of NH (left) and IH (right), for a luminosity of 30 fb−1. The number of events is8 and 88 for NH and IH, respetively.5.2 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓This nal state an be onsidered as the golden hannel for salar triplet disovery. Ithas very small SM bakgrounds as the four lepton hannel, and the kinematial reon-strution of the missing partiles an be ahieved. Moreover, an important advantageover the former is that three lepton nal states reeive ontributions (whih are atu-ally dominant) from ∆±±∆∓ prodution, giving muh larger signals and allowing foran earlier disovery of ∆±±. For pre-seletion we require two like-sign leptons ℓ1 and
ℓ2 with transverse momentum larger than 30 GeV and an additional harged lepton ofopposite harge. The number of events for the signal and main bakgrounds is gath-ered in Table 6. For seletion we require that neither of the two opposite-sign leptonpairs have an invariant mass loser to MZ than 10 GeV. As expeted, this requirementsigniantly redues the bakgrounds involving Z boson prodution. The numbers ofevents after seletion are also listed in Table 6.Comparing with the four lepton nal state we see that for NH the ∆++∆−− signalis 2.5 times larger, mainly beause of the larger branhing ratios due to ombinatorialfators. The additional ontribution from ∆±±∆∓ makes the trilepton signal more thanve times larger than the four lepton one in the previous subsetion. In the ase of IHthe enhanement is mainly due to the ∆±±∆∓ proess, and gives a trilepton signal 3.5times larger than the four lepton one. The signals have a sizeable ontribution in whih
∆±± deays give τ leptons, as it an be observed in the like-sign dilepton invariant massdistribution, presented in Fig. 11 for both NH and IH. The ontributions of ∆++∆−−and ∆±±∆∓ are separated for onveniene. The behaviour is ompletely analogousto the one in Fig. 7 for the four lepton nal state. We also point out that around34
Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
∆++∆−− (NH) 86.5 79.2 Zbb̄nj 33.3 2.0
∆±±∆∓ (NH) 97.6 89.9 Ztt̄nj 152.5 16.8
∆++∆−− (IH) 141.6 133.2 WZnj 4113.8 73.4
∆±±∆∓ (IH) 276.1 260.8 ZZnj 276.1 4.2
tt̄nj 322.8 212.2 WWWnj 22.7 16.8
tW 17.8 12.2 WWZnj 42.7 1.7
Wtt̄nj 45.5 35.1Table 6: Number of events for the three-lepton signals and main bakgrounds with aluminosity of 30 fb−1.40% of the total number of signal events (whih in this ase orrespond to ∆++∆−−prodution) have jets in the nal state whih are tagged as tau jets. In Fig. 12 weplot the τ multipliity for the bakground and the NH and IH signals at pre-seletion(notie that the trilepton signals an have at most one tau jet, but a seond one anappear due to mistags). Although the SM bakgrounds rarely have tau leptons, itis not onvenient to ask for one τ jet in event seletion, sine it dereases the signalonsiderably. On the other hand, separate analyses for eah multipliity Nτ = 0, 1, 2an be performed inreasing the total sensitivity, but for brevity we do not presentthem here.


























































  (IH)Figure 11: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the like-sign dilepton invariantmass for the ∆++∆−− and ∆±±∆∓ signals, for NH (left) and IH (right). The luminosityis 30 fb−1.After event seletion, trilepton SM bakgrounds are almost four times larger thanthose involving four leptons, but again they onentrate at low mℓ1ℓ2 invariant masses.The doubly harged salars an be disovered as a peak in the ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass,35




























Figure 12: Multipliity of τ -tagged jets for the SM bakground and the NH, IH signalsin trilepton nal states at pre-seletion level.whose distribution is plotted in Fig. 13 for the SM bakgrounds only and for the SMbakgrounds plus the NH signal (left) and the IH signal (right) after event seletionriteria. The peaks are muh more pronouned than in the four lepton nal state,
























































Figure 13: ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass distribution for the SM and the SM plus the salartriplet signal in the ases of NH (left) and IH (right). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.making the disovery of the ∆±± signal in this nal state muh easier. The number ofsignal and bakground events at the peak
280 < mℓ1ℓ2 < 320 GeV (60)is olleted in Table 7, together with the luminosity neessary for a 5σ disovery. Wedistinguish the two ases: (a) if the SM bakground an be predited with negligibleunertainty and (b) if it is normalised from data. For NH the luminosity needed todisover ∆±± is 4−5 times smaller than in the four lepton nal state, and for IH three36
times smaller. This improvement is very signiant, making the three lepton nal statethe best one for the disovery of the doubly harged salars at LHC.Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LNH 94.5 5.1 3.2 fb−1 84.4 15.2 3.6 fb−1IH 353.0 5.1 0.85 fb−1 343.5 14.4 0.87 fb−1Table 7: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events at the mℓ1ℓ2 peak for 30 fb−1in ases (a) and (b), and luminosity L needed to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓nal state.We nally address the identiation of the salar nature of ∆±±. The reonstrutionof the nal state is more involved due to the presene of two signal ontributions withdierent kinematis. Signal events involve two salars, one of them (labelled as ∆1)deays to the like-sign pair and the other (labelled as ∆2) produes the third lepton
ℓ3 plus an additional missed harged lepton or τ jet (if it is doubly harged) or a lightneutrino (if it is a ∆±). Both possibilities must be disentangled on an event by eventbasis. We identify events orresponding to ∆++∆−− and ∆±±∆∓ prodution usingthese riteria:1. If the event has a τ -tagged jet jτ , it is assumed that it orresponds to ∆++∆−−prodution and it is reonstruted aordingly.2. If the event does not have τ -tagged jets but has additional energeti jets, it istaken as ∆++∆−− if the transverse momentum of the hardest jet (whih is thenregarded as oming from a τ deay, albeit not tagged) is larger than the missingenergy of the event. Otherwise the event is reonstruted as ∆±±∆∓.3. If the event does not have additional jets, it is reonstruted as ∆±±∆∓.
∆++∆−− events are reonstruted as follows. The third harged lepton ℓ3 may havebeen diretly produed in a ∆±± deay or may be a seondary harged lepton from aleptoni τ deay, in whih ase it is produed together with two neutrinos, of ombinedmomentum pν1, taken ollinear to pℓ3 . The neutrino assoiated to the hadroni τhas momentum pν2 ollinear to the jet. If the like-sign dilepton pair has an invariantmass lose to the M∆++ peak (a fat whih is enfored using a suitable kinematialut), then all the missing energy of the event orresponds to these neutrinos, whose37
momenta pν1 = t1pℓ3, pν2 = t2pjτ an be determined using the equations
t1(pℓ3)x + t2(pjτ )x = px6 ,
t1(pℓ3)y + t2(pjτ )y = py6 , (61)where px6 and py6 are the two omponents of the missing momentum pT6 . Both t1 and t2must be positive, otherwise the event is disarded. The reonstruted momenta of thetwo salars are then
p∆1 = pℓ1 + pℓ2 ,
p∆2 = pℓ3 + pjτ + pν1 + pν2 . (62)Reonstrution of events lassied as ∆±±∆∓ is done negleting the possible missingmomentum assoiated to ℓ3 and using the equations
(pν2)x = px6 ,
(pν2)y = py6 ,
(pℓ3 + pν2)
2 = (pℓ1 + pℓ2)
2 , (63)plus the on-shell ondition p2ν2 = 0. The reonstruted momenta of ∆1 and ∆2 are
p∆1 = pℓ1 + pℓ2 ,
p∆2 = pℓ3 + pν2 . (64)The quality of the reonstrution is ensured by setting uts
280 GeV ≤ mℓ1ℓ2 ≤ 320 GeV ,
280 GeV ≤√p2∆2 ≤ 320 GeV . (65)With these uts, the number of events at the peaks is 71.1 and 281.8 for the NHand IH signals, respetively, lassied as shown in Table 8. We an observe thatthe disrimination method is good, although it may eventually be improved with akinematial t.The opening angle θ is dened as the angle between the momentum of the ∆++(∆−−) and the momentum of the initial quark (antiquark) in the CM frame. The latteris estimated as in the ase of the four lepton signal in the previous subsetion, beausethe improvement found using the Collins-Soper angle is very small. The resultingdistribution is presented in Fig. 14 (left). The shape is similar to the true one althoughthe extreme bins have a sizeable fration of events, and orretion funtions must be38
NH IH
∆++∆−− ∆±±∆∓ ∆++∆−− ∆±±∆∓Total 21.7 49.4 52.4 229.4
≥ 1 jτ 4.5 0.0 7.4 0.0
1 j, pT > pT6 2.6 0.0 6.6 0.0
1 j, pT < pT6 7.6 6.3 11.7 34.9
0j 7.0 43.1 26.7 194.5Table 8: Number of signal events at the mℓ1ℓ2 peak for eah of the lasses onsideredin the reonstrutionused in order to unfold the eet of the detetor and reonstrution (see for exampleRefs. [99,100℄). Requiring the presene of a tagged τ jet redues the signals to 4.5 and7.4 events for NH and IH, respetively, but improves the quality of the reonstrution.As it an be observed in Fig. 14 (right), the distribution in this ase is very similar tothe one found in the four lepton nal state, but inludes a smaller number of events.Possible experimental results orresponding to Fig. 14 (left) are shown in Fig. 15, takinga luminosity of 30 fb−1. The distributions seem to indiate that the ross setion isproportional to 1 − cos2 θ, espeially for the IH ase, although the results must beorreted for detetor eets in order to draw a quantitative onlusion.






















































jτFigure 14: Normalised opening angle distribution at the mℓℓ peak for NH and IH. Onthe right side we plot the same distribution but only for events with a tagged τ jet.Finally, it is worth remarking that the presene of reonstruted trilepton eventswith large missing energy is a signature of ∆±±∆∓ prodution, providing evidene ofthe non-singlet nature of ∆. 39
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Figure 15: Possible experimental results for the opening angle distribution in the aseof NH (left) and IH (right), for a luminosity of 30 fb−1. The number of events is 71and 282 for NH and IH, respetively.5.3 Final state ℓ±ℓ±Salar triplet prodution gives like-sign dilepton signals when one doubly harged salardeays into two harged leptons while the aompanying salar does into tau jets, neu-trinos or harged leptons missed by the detetor. Like-sign dilepton signals are ommonto the three types of seesaw mehanism but in the ase of the salar triplet seesaw thelike-sign dilepton invariant mass spetrum exhibits a peak at M∆++ , produed when thedoubly harged salars diretly deay to light harged leptons (eletrons and muons).SM bakgrounds in this hannel are larger than in the previous two modes, but thesignal signiane is still omparable to the one ahieved in the four lepton hannel.For event pre-seletion we require two like-sign harged leptons ℓ1, ℓ2 with transversemomentum larger than 30 GeV and no additional leptons (otherwise events orrespondto the hannels studied in the previous setions). The number of signal events areolleted in Table 9, together with the main bakgrounds. These pre-seletion riteriaPre-seletion Pre-seletion
∆++∆−− (NH) 30.6 Wtt̄nj 194.0
∆±±∆∓ (NH) 72.2 WWnj 205.7
∆++∆−− (IH) 30.3 WZnj 892.2
∆±±∆∓ (IH) 97.4 WWWnj 86.9
tt̄nj 1193.6Table 9: Number of events for the like-sign dilepton signals and main bakgrounds fora luminosity of 30 fb−1. 40
are suient to observe the signals, and the improvement ahieved with further uts(e.g. requiring that the leptons are not bak-to-bak) is small. The mℓ1ℓ2 distributionfor the separate ∆++∆−− and ∆±±∆∓ signals is presented in Fig. 16, for NH (left) andIH (right). The shape of the distributions is as in the two previous subsetions, but inthis ase the ombinatorial bakground from τ deays is less signiant ompared tothe SM bakground. Like-sign dilepton signals from salar triplet prodution benetfrom the presene of τ -tagged jets in the nal state, as it is shown in Fig. 17. Therefore,the sensitivity an be improved by splitting the like-sign dilepton sample by the τ jetmultipliity Nτ = 0, 1, 2 and performing an analysis for eah subsample. For brevitywe do not present suh a study here.






















































 (IH)Figure 16: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the like-sign dilepton invariantmass for the ∆++∆−− and ∆±±∆∓ signals, in NH (left) and IH (right). The luminosityis 30 fb−1.


























Figure 17: Multipliity of τ -tagged jets for the SM bakground and the NH, IH signalsin like-sign dilepton nal states at pre-seletion level.In this hannel SM bakgrounds are muh larger than the signals but, as it happens41
with trilepton and four lepton nal states, they onentrate at low dilepton invariantmasses. Hene, even with the loose pre-seletion uts used here, the presene of a
∆±± resonane an be spotted with the examination of the mℓ1ℓ2 distribution, shownin Fig. 18 for the SM bakground alone and also inluding the NH and IH signals. The
∆±± peaks are less pronouned than in the three and four lepton nal states. Despitethe larger bakgrounds at the peak region























































Figure 18: ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass distribution for the SM and the SM plus the tripletsignal in the ases of NH (left) and IH (right). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LNH 56.5 51.7 15 fb−1 53.4 54.7 17.4 fb−1IH 114.3 51.7 4.4 fb−1 114.3 51.7 4.4 fb−1Table 10: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events at the mℓ1ℓ2 peak for 30fb−1 and luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ± nal state.42
5.4 Final state ℓ+ℓ−jτOpposite-sign dilepton bakgrounds are huge at LHC, mainly oming from tt̄nj and
Z∗/γ∗ nj prodution, and make the observation of salar triplet signals in the ℓ+ℓ−hannel virtually impossible. However, the requirement of an energeti τ jet, whihis often present in the signals (exept in ∆+∆−) makes the bakgrounds manageable.The main objetive of the study in this setion is to show that salar triplet signals areobservable in this diult hannel too. A likelihood analysis taking advantage of thedierenes in the kinematial distributions of signals and bakgrounds will ertainlyimprove the results. We selet the events with:(i) two oppositely harged leptons with invariant mass larger than 200 GeV, and noadditional leptons;(ii) at least one jet tagged as τ jet, with transverse momentum larger than 20 GeV;(iii) not more than 2 additional untagged jets with pT > 20 GeV, and no b-taggedjets.For the salar triplet signals the two harged leptons have a very broad invariant massdistribution beause they are produed in the deay of dierent partiles. The jet jτand one of the harged leptons (typially, the most energeti one) have an invariantmass distribution whih onentrates at M∆++ and below. Thus, the presene of thesignal an be deteted as a bump in the mℓ1jτ distribution. Nevertheless, the massreonstrution is not very good beause of the missing energy from the τ deay, andwe will skip its presentation here. A better disriminating variable is the transversemomentum of the leading harged lepton pℓ1T , whose distribution exhibits a long tailone that SM bakgrounds are onveniently redued. The kinematial uts appliedwith this purpose are:(i) the missing energy pT6 must be larger than 50 GeV;(ii) at least one of the τ -tagged jets must have transverse momentum pT > 50 GeV;(iii) the angle φ between the two harged leptons in transverse plane has to be largerthan π/2.The rst requirement eliminates Z∗/γ∗nj prodution. The remaining bakgroundsinvolve harged leptons from W deays, so the number of e+e−, µ+µ−, e+µ− and µ+e−events is similar. The number of signal and bakground events at the pre-seletion andseletion levels an be read in Table 11. 43
Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
∆++∆−− (NH) 26.4 16.2 tt̄nj 486.0 55.2
∆±±∆∓ (NH) 38.1 28.3 tW 98.4 9.0
∆++∆−− (IH) 12.3 6.6 WWnj 216.9 7.0
∆±±∆∓ (IH) 27.3 19.5 Z∗/γ∗nj 2424.5 0.7Table 11: Number of events for the ℓ+ℓ−jτ signals and main bakgrounds for a lumi-nosity of 30 fb−1.The ontribution of salar triplets to the ℓ+ℓ−jτ nal state an be deteted as a longtail in the transverse momentum distribution for the leading harged lepton, presentedin Fig. 19 for the ases of NH and IH. The signal ontributions are spread aross a wide
pℓ1T range, and normalising the SM bakground seems non-trivial. In order to estimatethe signal signiane in this hannel we assume a 20% unertainty in the bakgrounds,inorporated in the alulation of the statistial signiane. Requiring
pℓ1T > 200 GeV (67)the number of bakground events is 10.1, while most of the signal survives, 34.4 eventsfor NH and 20.2 for IH, giving signianes S0 = 10.6σ, S20 = 9.0σ (NH) and S0 = 6.2σ,
S20 = 5.3σ (IH).


















































Figure 19: pℓ1T distributions for the SM and the SM plus the triplet signal in the asesof NH (left) and IH (right). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.
5.5 Final state ℓ±jτ jτjτThe huge ross setion for Wnj prodution makes the signals in Eq. (52) unobservablein nal states with only one harged lepton. In order to redue this and the rest of44







Wnj 72740Table 12: Number of events for the ℓ±jτjτ jτ signals and main bakgrounds for a lumi-nosity of 30 fb−1.5.6 OutlookIn this setion we have examined the salar triplet signals in the ase of small vev v∆,suh that triplet deays are dominated by the leptoni hannels. Our approah hasbeen dierent from reent studies [35,36℄. Instead of lassifying signals by the partilesprodued (e.g. light harged leptons, taus, neutrinos) we have lassied them by thesignatures atually seen. We believe that the latter is more adequate beause mostnal states (exept the one with four leptons) reeive ontributions from ∆++∆−− and
∆±±∆∓ prodution, although these two proesses an be separated to some extentwith an adequate reonstrution, as the one performed for the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ hannel.We have devoted speial attention to τ lepton deays. Indeed, the invariant massdistribution of like-sign dileptons resulting from ∆±± deays has, in addition to a learpeak from diret ∆±± → ℓ±ℓ± deays, a broad bump originated when ∆±± deaysinto one or two taus, whih subsequently deay leptonially. This bump onstitutesa ombinatorial bakground, whih in the leanest ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− and ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ hannels isatually larger than the SM bakground and dereases the relative height of the peaks.If the SM trilepton and four lepton bakgrounds have to be normalised with data,7 then7This is a pessimisti hypothesis, but perhaps it will be the ase in the rst months of LHC running,when a 300 GeV salar triplet would be disovered.45
this ombinatorial bakground dereases the observability of the salar triplet signals.The eet is not very dramati, however.Comparing the several hannels with two, three and four leptons we have onludedthat the trilepton hannel is by far the best one for both NH and IH, and ould give
5σ evidene of doubly harged salars with a luminosity ve (for NH) or three (forIH) times smaller than the one required in the four lepton hannel. This is due notonly to the additional ontribution of ∆±±∆∓ to trilepton nal states but also to thelarger branhing ratio in ∆++∆−− prodution. The like-sign dilepton and four leptonhannels have similar sensitivities. The hannel with an opposite harge lepton pairand a tagged τ jet is more diult, although positive signals an be observed in the tailof the leading lepton momentum distribution. Channels with only one harged leptonsuer from huge bakgrounds and triplet signals are unobservable.Finally, we have addressed the identiation of the salar nature of the ∆±±. Wehave examined the opening angle distribution in the three and four lepton hannels,nding that the detetor eets do not alter signiantly the distributions (whih anbe eventually orreted, anyway) and they are ompatible with the hypotesis of a spin0 partile. In the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state, the presene of reonstruted events with largemissing energy indiates ∆±±∆∓ prodution, thus giving evidene of the non-singletnature of ∆.6 Seesaw III signalsThe harged and neutral members of the fermion triplet an be produed in the partoniproesses
qq̄ → Z∗ / γ∗ → E+E− ,
qq̄′ → W ∗ → E±N . (68)Neutral lepton pairs are not produed beause N has T3 = 0, Y = 0 and thus theydo not ouple to the Z boson.8 The prodution ross setion only depends on the
E, N masses, sine the triplet interations are xed by the gauge symmetry. Thetriplet splitting is expeted to be very small, and the mass dierenes are irrelevant forprodution. The dependene of the ross setions on the ommon mass mE = mN ≡
mΣ is represented in Fig. 20.8Similar analyses an be performed to investigate the disovery prospets for heavy leptons trans-forming as eletroweak doublets and harged singlets [98℄.46
























Figure 20: Cross setion for prodution of heavy lepton pairs E±N , E+E− at LHC.Exept for tiny mixings VlN ∼ 10−8, the new heavy leptons deay almost exlusivelyto SM leptons plus a gauge or Higgs boson. (For mixings of this size and the massassumed here mE,N = 300 GeV the branhing ratios to deays between triplet members,allowed by the small mass splitting, are below 10% [37℄.) The partial widths for Edeays are


































































. (70)The observability of the new states E, N strongly depends on their oupling to the SMleptons. A triplet oupling to the eletron and/or muon leads to nal states with veryenergeti eletrons and/or muons, whih give lean signals. Sine at high transversemomenta the bakgrounds involving eletrons and muons have roughly the same size,the observability of the new signals is similar in these ases. On the other hand, atriplet oupling to the third generation gives τ leptons as deay produts, whih aremuh more diult to observe. We will then selet two senarios for our analysis. In47
senario T1 we assume that E and N only ouple to (e, νe), so that their deays give
e, νe in the nal states. As we have argued, the observability in ase that E, N oupleto the seond generation as well (or only to it) is similar. Senario T2 assumes that E,
N only ouple to (τ, ντ ), and it is the most pessimisti one.Even with E, N oupling to one lepton avour, there is a plethora of possible nalstates resulting from E+E− and E±N prodution, given by the several deay possi-bilities of eah heavy lepton. They are olleted in Table 13, not inluding the deayof the W , Z and H bosons. These deay hannels lead to many nal state signatures
E+ → ν̄W+ (0.54) E+ → l+Z (0.27) E+ → l+H (0.19)
E− → νW− (0.54) νν̄W+W− (0.29) l+νZW− (0.15) l+νHW− (0.10)
E− → l−Z (0.27) l−ν̄ZW+ (0.15) l+l−ZZ (0.07) l+l−ZH (0.05)
E− → l−H (0.19) l−ν̄HW+ (0.10) l+l−ZH (0.05) l+l−HH (0.04)
N → l−W+ (0.27) l−ν̄W+W+ (0.14) l+l−ZW+ (0.07) l+l−HW+ (0.05)
N → l+W− (0.27) l+ν̄W+W− (0.14) l+l+ZW− (0.07) l+l+HW− (0.05)
N → νZ (0.27) νν̄ZW+ (0.15) l+νZZ (0.07) l+νZH (0.05)
N → νH (0.19) νν̄HW+ (0.10) l+νZH (0.05) l+νHH (0.04)Table 13: Final states for E+E− and E+N prodution, with their approximate branh-ing ratio for mE,N = 300 GeV.whih an be onveniently lassied by their harged lepton multipliity. A realistianalysis must take into aount all possible ontributions to a given signal. Indeed,in our analysis we nd that for most nal states there are several possible ompetingontributions from dierent deay hains. Additionally, nal states with smaller lep-ton multipliity reeive ontributions from nal states with more leptons when one ormore are missed by the detetor. In our study we onsider all deay hannels generatedby Triada and passed through a parton shower Monte Carlo and a detetor simula-tion. The nal states studied are: (a) six leptons; (b) ve leptons; () ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓X; (d)
ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−X; (e) ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±X; (f) ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓X; (g) ℓ±ℓ±X; (h) ℓ+ℓ−jjjjX; (i) ℓ±jjjjX. Asbefore, the harged leptons are ℓ = e, µ, inluding all avour ombinations. Signalswith four like-sign leptons are in priniple possible but they are found to be negligible.
48
We take a ommon mass mE,N = 300 GeV, for whih the deay branhing ratios are
Br(E+ → ν̄W+) = 0.537 ,
Br(E+ → l+Z) = 0.271 ,
Br(E+ → l+H) = 0.192 ,
Br(N → l−W+) = Br(N → l+W−) = 0.269 ,
Br(N → νZ) = 0.271 ,
Br(N → νH) = 0.192 . (71)We give results for both senarios T1 and T2, summing bakgrounds with eletronsand muons.6.1 Six lepton nal statesThese nal states are the leanest ones but the signal ross setions are tiny. Six leptonnal states an only be produed in the hannel
E+E− → ℓ+Z ℓ−Z , Z → ℓ+ℓ− (Br = 3.5 × 10−4) . (72)The overall branhing ratio is alulated for mE = 300 GeV and inludes Z deay. Foran E+E− ross setion of 160 fb, this orresponds to 1.7 events in 30 fb−1, furtherredued by detetion eienies. Minor additional ontributions are also present from
Z → τ+τ− with the subsequent τ leptoni deay.We require for event seletion six isolated harged leptons, at least two of themhaving transverse momentum larger than 30 GeV and all of them with pT > 15 GeV(if they are eletrons) and pT > 10 GeV (if they are muons). No SM bakgroundevents survive these seletion riteria, while 0.6 signal events are found in senario T1and 0.1 events in senario T2. Therefore, this nal state is only relevant for very highintegrated luminosities, well above 300 fb−1.6.2 Five lepton nal statesFermion triplet prodution an give ve lepton nal states in several deay hannels,
E+N → ℓ+Z ℓ±W∓ , Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → ℓν (Br = 2.2 × 10−3) ,
E+N → ℓ+Z νZ , Z → ℓ+ℓ− (Br = 3.5 × 10−4) , (73)and similarly for E−N prodution. Small additional ontributions from W , Z deayto τ leptons are also present. Additionally, ve leptons an be produed in the hannel49
of Eq. (72) when a lepton is missed by the detetor. Clearly, this is a general feature:nal states in whih a given number of leptons are produed ontribute to nal stateswith a smaller lepton multipliity when one or more of them are missed by the detetor.Five lepton signals have branhing ratios 7 times larger than six lepton signals, and sothey are expeted to be more signiant, beause they still have tiny bakgrounds.For event seletion we require, analogously to the previous ase, ve harged leptons,at least two of them having transverse momentum larger than 30 GeV and all of themwith pT > 15 GeV (for eletrons) and pT > 10 GeV (for muons). The number ofsignal and bakground events is olleted in Table 14. We do not set any additionalseletion riteria, sine the bakground is suiently small. For the senario T1, 5σdisovery an be reahed with 28 fb−1, while for senario T2 the signal is too small tobe observed even with 300 fb−1. It is important to remark that neither neutrino singletnor salar triplet prodution produe ve lepton nal states, so this mode an signalfermion triplet prodution, although only for relatively large luminosities.Seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 0.9 tt̄nj 0.1
E±N (T1) 9.7 WZZnj 0.7
E+E− (T2) 0.3 ZZZnj 0.1
E±N (T2) 1.2Table 14: Number of events for the ve lepton signals and main bakgrounds for aluminosity of 30 fb−1.6.3 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓The E±N prodution proess with deay
E+N → ℓ+Z ℓ+W− , Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → qq̄′ (Br = 3.4 × 10−3) , (74)(and its harge onjugate) an produe this interesting nal state with three like-signleptons and a fourth one of opposite sign. An additional ontribution approximatelyve times smaller arises from N → ℓ−W+ when ℓ− is missed and the W boson deaysleptonially. The ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state annot be produed in seesaw I and II senarios,so it onstitutes a very harateristi signature for fermion triplet prodution. Addi-tionally, this nal state provides a lean measurement of the heavy E mass, as we willshow in this subsetion. 50
Signal and bakground events are seleted by requiring four isolated harged leptonswith a total harge of ±2, two of them with transverse momentum larger than 30 GeV.We do not apply veto uts on the invariant mass of opposite harge lepton pairs, sinethe signal itself involves Z boson deays. The number of signal and bakground eventsfullling these requirements is olleted in Table 15. The SM bakground is smallenough so as to allow the observation of the signal (in senario T1) by the analysis ofkinematial distributions, and further kinematial uts are not neessary.Pre-seletion Pre-seletion
E+E− (T1) 0.7 tt̄nj 26.7
E±N (T1) 24.2 Zbb̄nj 18.8
E+E− (T2) 0.4 Ztt̄nj 3.5
E±N (T2) 4.5Table 15: Number of events for the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signals and main bakgrounds with aluminosity of 30 fb−1.There are several kinematial distributions in whih the presene of the fermiontriplet signals may manifest. Among these, the mass reonstrution of the heavy statesdeserves speial attention. We follow a proedure adapted for the hannel in Eq. (74),whih gives the main ontribution to the signal:1. First, the two harged leptons oming from the Z boson deay are identied,seleting among the three possibilities the opposite sign pair ℓ+a ℓ−b whih has aninvariant mass losest to MZ . As the plot in Fig. 21 (left) shows, there are longtails in this distribution aused by signal hannels dierent from that in Eq. (74).The bakground has not been inluded in this plot for larity.2. Assuming for the moment that the true heavy harged lepton mass mE is known,we an determine whih leptons are its deay produts hoosing between the twopossibilities ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓc and ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓd, the one giving an invariant mass losest to mE .The reonstruted E mass mreE is then the three-lepton invariant mass. Thisdistribution is presented in Fig. 21 (right) for the signal alone, in order to seehow the reonstrution proedure works.The reonstruted E mass distribution is presented in Fig. 22 (left) for the SMbakground and the bakground plus the heavy triplet signal in senario T1 (in senarioT2 the peak is unobservable, as shown in Fig. 21). We notie that the bakground isnot signiantly biased by the seletion of the harged lepton giving mreE losest to51
























































Figure 21: Left: ℓ+a ℓ−b invariant mass distribution for the fermion triplet signal in thetwo senarios T1 and T2. Right: reonstruted E mass distribution (see the text).The luminosity is 30 fb−1.
mE . The input value of mE neessary for the reonstrution an be found by plottingthe invariant mass of ℓ+a ℓ−b with eah of the two remaining leptons, obtaining a plotwith two entries per event shown in Fig. 22 (right). This plot displays a lear peakfrom whih mE an be determined, although the low statistis may ompromise thedetermination for low luminosities. Note that we do not reonstrut the N mass at thisstage beause we do not require extra jets (whih are produed in N → ℓW → ℓqq̄′) inevent pre-seletion to keep the signal as large as possible.








































































Figure 22: Left: mreE distribution for the SM and the SM plus the fermion tripletsignal in senario T1. Right: ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓc + ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓd distribution (two entries per event).The luminosity is 30 fb−1.A more adequate variable for low statistis is the mass distribution of the leadingand sub-leading like-sign leptons, labelled as ℓ1 and ℓ2, respetively. The variable mℓ1ℓ2is a very good disriminator, as it an be seen in Fig. 23. Sine the signal almost always52
has two very energeti leptons, their invariant mass is large. The number of signal (in




























































Figure 23: ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass distribution for the SM and the SM plus the fermiontriplet signal in the senarios T1 (left) and T2 (right). The luminosity is 30 fb−1.senario T1) and bakground events when uts are applied on the reonstruted Emass or in mℓ1ℓ2 are olleted in Table 16. In the rst ase, we selet a 20 GeV intervalaround the peak, and in the seond we require mℓ1ℓ2 > 150 GeV. We assume that(a) the SM bakground is perfetly known, and (b) it is normalised from data (for
mℓ1ℓ2 we use the region mℓ1ℓ2 < 150). The luminosity needed for 5σ disovery is alsogiven. For the senario T2, the event seletion done here is not suient to disovera signal with a luminosity of 300 fb−1. Moreover, the small size of this signal and itsdistribution aross all the mreE and mℓ1ℓ2 range implies that the systemati unertaintyin bakground normalisation has to be investigated in detail in order to draw a denitepredition for the sensitivity. Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LT1 (ut on mreE ) 17.4 2.5 17.4 fb−1 16.6 3.3 18.3 fb−1T1 (ut on mℓ1ℓ2) 20.9 2.6 14.4 fb−1 20.8 2.7 14.7 fb−1Table 16: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events for 30 fb−1 in the regions
280 < mreE < 320 GeV (upper row) and mℓ1ℓ2 > 150 GeV (lower row), and luminosity
L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state.One that a positive signal is disovered, it an be investigated whether the open-ing angle distribution orresponds to the expetation for E±N prodution. For thisproess, the dependene of the partoni ross setion on the polar angle θ in the CM53
system is given by
dσ
d cos θ
∝ 1 + E
2 − m2Σ
E2 + m2Σ
cos2 θ , (75)where E = √ŝ/2, with ŝ the partoni CM energy. After weighting with phase spaefators and PDFs, the resulting distribution depends little on the ommon mass mΣ,as it is shown in Fig. 24. The distribution approximately orresponds to a dependene
dσ ∝ 1 + 0.28 cos2 θ, rather at ompared to the one for massless nal state fermions,
dσ ∝ 1 + cos2 θ.





















Figure 24: Dependene of the E±N ross setion on the CM polar angle θ, at thegenerator level, for dierent values of mΣ.In the simulations we require for the reonstrution of the CM system the preseneof two jets, as produed in the hannel whih gives the largest ontribution to the signal,
E+N → ℓ+Z(→ ℓ+ℓ−)ℓ±W∓(→ qq̄′). Both jets must have transverse momentum largerthan 20 GeV. The reonstrution of the E momentum proeeds as before, identifyingthe three leptons resulting from the E deay. The heavy neutrino is reonstruted fromthe two jets and the remaining lepton:1. First, the W boson momentum is reonstruted using the two jets with largertransverse momentum, and resaled so that their invariant mass is MW .2. Then, the momentum of the remaining harged lepton is summed, to form the
N momentum.The quality of the reonstrution is ensured by requiring that mreE lies between 280and 320 GeV, after whih 10.4 signal events survive. Cuts are not applied on mreN inorder to keep the signal as large as possible. The opening angle distribution after eventseletion and reonstrution for the senario T1 is shown in Fig. 25 (left). The result54
seems ompatible with the theoretial expetation even without using any orretionfuntion to parameterise the detetor eets, although the Monte Carlo statistis isinsuient even with 3000 fb−1 generated. Clearly, this distribution will be usefulonly for very large integrated luminosities. In Fig. 25 (right), we present a possibleexperimental result for 30 fb−1, generated from the distribution in the left side ofthis gure, and orresponding to 11 signal events. This hypothetial experimentalresult has little resemblane with the theoretial expetation due preisely to thesmall number of events.





































Figure 25: Left: Normalised E± opening angle distribution for the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signal insenario T1. Right: Possible experimental result for a luminosity of 30 fb−1 (with 11events).
6.4 Final state ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−In ontrast with the previous Q = ±2 four lepton nal state, the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− signal isommon to salar and fermion triplet prodution. In the latter ase, four leptons anresult from many deay hannels, namely
E+E− → ℓ+Z ℓ−Z , ZZ → ℓ+ℓ−qq̄/νν̄ (Br = 9.1 × 10−3) ,
E+E− → ℓ+Z ℓ−H/ℓ+H ℓ−Z , Z → ℓ+ℓ−, H → qq̄ (Br = 6.9 × 10−3) ,
E+E− → νW+ℓ−Z/ℓ+ZνW− , Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → ℓν (Br = 4.5 × 10−3) ,
E±N → ℓ±Z ℓ−W+ , Z → ℓ+ℓ−, W → qq̄′ (Br = 3.4 × 10−3) . (76)Additional hannels with τ leptons, or more harged leptons whih are missed, alsoontribute. This nal state is ruial in order to establish the prodution of the heavyharged lepton E, whih is seen as a sharp peak in a trilepton invariant mass distribu-tion. This distribution also an be used to experimentally measure mE .55
In order to better ompare with the salar triplet prodution in setion 5.1 we usethe same pre-seletion and seletion riteria: for pre-seletion we require four isolatedharged leptons with total harge Q = 0, at least two of them with transverse momen-tum larger than 30 GeV, and for event seletion we ask that opposite harge leptonsannot be paired in suh a way that both pairs have a mass loser to MZ than 5 GeV.The number of events at pre-seletion and seletion levels are olleted in Table 17(bakgrounds are the same as in Table 4 but quoted for onveniene).Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 43.6 42.9 tt̄nj 116.0 115.7
E±N (T1) 27.3 26.8 Zbb̄nj 53.1 53.1
E+E− (T2) 8.2 7.7 Ztt̄nj 32.9 31.5
E±N (T2) 8.6 7.6 ZZnj 617.7 98.7Table 17: Number of events for the four-lepton signals and main bakgrounds for aluminosity of 30 fb−1.The proesses in Eqs. (76) originate broad like-sign dilepton invariant mass distri-butions, shown in Fig. 26 at the pre-seletion level. The distributions are muh widerand ompletely dierent from the peaks found for the salar triplet, plotted in Fig. 7 ofsetion 5.1, and the disrimination between both possibilities should be possible alreadywith a small number of events. To see this, in Fig. 26 we plot the mℓ1ℓ2 distributionfor the SM bakground and in the presene of the fermion triplet signals in senariosT1 (left) and T2 (right), after event seletion.The heavy E mass an be reonstruted in a way analogous to that for the previous
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state. Notie that all hannels in Eqs. (76) involve the deay E →
ℓZ → ℓℓ+ℓ−. The Z boson an be identied seleting among the four possibilitiesthe opposite sign pair ℓ+a ℓ−b with an invariant mass losest to MZ . Then, the hargedlepton produed in the E deay is hosen among the remaining ones ℓc, ℓd as the onegiving a three-lepton invariant mass losest to mE . The resulting signal distributionsare very similar to the ones in Fig. 21, and are not shown for brevity. The mreE and
ℓ+a ℓ
−
b ℓc + ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓd distributions for senario T1 (the latter with two entries per event)are shown in Fig. 27, inluding the bakground. For senario T2 the number of eventsis muh smaller (see Table 17) and widely distributed (see Fig. 21), so the signal is notvisible in this hannel. For omparison, in the lower half of Fig. 27 we show the samevariables for salar triplet prodution in NH and IH. Clearly, this distribution togetherwith the mℓ1ℓ2 distribution an serve to disriminate among the two seesaw senarios.56































































































































Figure 26: Up: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the two like-sign dileptoninvariant masses mℓ1ℓ2 and mℓ3ℓ4 for the fermion triplet signal in senarios T1 (left) andT2 (right). Down: mℓ1ℓ2 distribution for the SM and the SM plus the fermion tripletsignals in the senarios T1 (left) and T2 (right). The luminosity in all plots is 30 fb−1.The number of events at the peak
280 < mreE < 320 GeV (77)is olleted in Table 18 for the ases (a) and (b) used in the previous analysis, with theluminosity needed for disovery in senario T1. For senario T2 the signal signianeis smaller than 1σ for 30 fb−1, and disovery annot be aomplished unless very largeluminosities are olleted and a very preise bakground normalisation is ahieved.Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LT1 55.7 14.3 6 fb−1 53.7 16.3 6.9 fb−1Table 18: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events at the mreE peak for 30fb−1, and luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− nal state.57
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Figure 27: Up: mreE distribution for the SM and the SM plus the fermion triplet signalin senario T1 (left) and ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓc + ℓ+a ℓ−b ℓd invariant mass distribution (right). Down:the same for the salar triplet ∆, for NH and IH. The luminosity in all ases is 30 fb−1.Finally, in this deay hannel the full reonstrution of the nal state kinematisan be done as in the previous subsetion, requiring two jets with pT > 20 GeV. Wepoint out that the distribution is the same for E+E− and E±N prodution. Theresult is shown in Fig. 28. Although the distribution after detetor simulation andreonstrution is atter than in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state the statistis is three timesbetter, and with an adequate parameterisation of the detetor eets this hannel maybe more useful to determine the opening angle distribution.6.5 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±This onspiuous nal state is produed when one or several harged leptons are missedby the detetor, or from a deay Z → τ+τ− with one τ deaying hadronially andthe other one leptonially. Both the signal and its SM bakgrounds are small. Pre-seletion riteria are analogous to the other hannels studied, and in this ase theyinvolve the presene of three like-sign harged leptons, two of them with pT > 30 GeV.58











































−Figure 28: Left: Normalised E± opening angle distribution for the ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− signal insenario T1. Right: Possible experimental result for a luminosity of 30 fb−1 (with 32events).The number of like-sign trilepton signal and bakground events at pre-seletion an beread in Table 19. Bakgrounds an be further suppressed by raising the pT threshold ofthe leading and sub-leading leptons to 50 GeV, whih redues the total bakground to1.9 events. Sine in this ase the disovery potential mainly depends on the size of thesignal itself, we an neglet the SM bakground normalisation unertainty. Then, thesignal in senario T1 has 5σ signiane for a luminosity of 30 fb−1, while in senarioT2 the statistial signiane is of only 1.5σ.Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 0.1 0.0 tt̄nj 5.3 0.1
E±N (T1) 11.0 10.2 Wbb̄nj 0.4 0.0
E+E− (T2) 0.1 0.0 Wtt̄nj 3.6 1.8
E±N (T2) 1.6 0.9 Ztt̄nj 0.3 0.0Table 19: Number of events for the like-sign trilepton signals and main bakgroundswith a luminosity of 30 fb−1.6.6 Final state ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓This is an exellent nal state for the disovery of fermion triplets (as it is also forsalar triplets), due to the relatively high signal rate and the small bakground. Itprovides the same signal signiane as the like-sign dilepton hannel studied in thenext setion without the need of event reonstrution, and has the advantage that it59
serves to establish the prodution of the heavy neutrino N , whih is seen as a peakin the invariant mass distribution of two opposite harge leptons plus the missingmomentum.The ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signal reeives ontributions from many E, N deay hannels. Finalstates with three leptons inlude
E+N → ℓ+Z ℓ±W∓ , Z → qq̄/νν̄, W → ℓν (Br = 2.8 × 10−2) ,
E+N → ℓ+H ℓ±W∓ , H → qq̄, W → ℓν (Br = 2.2 × 10−2) ,
E+N → ν̄W+ ℓ±W∓ , W → ℓν (Br = 7.2 × 10−3) , (78)with similar hannels for E−N , and additional deay modes where two of the hargedleptons result from deays Z → ℓ+ℓ−. The latter are less important, beause theyhave smaller branhing ratios and are suppressed by the seletion riteria used for thisnal state. On the other hand, important additional ontributions arise from deaymodes with additional harged leptons missed by the detetor, in partiular fromE+E−prodution. Despite the lower harged lepton multipliity, this three lepton signal isquite lean and has a ross setion muh larger than those with more leptons.In order to ompare the salar and fermion triplet signals, we use the same pre-seletion and seletion riteria as in setion 5.2: for pre-seletion we demand the pres-ene of two like-sign leptons ℓ1 and ℓ2 with transverse momentum larger than 30 GeVand an additional lepton of opposite sign, and for seletion we ask that neither of thetwo opposite-sign lepton pairs has an invariant mass loser to MZ than 10 GeV. Thisut redues the signal by about one fth, beause some of the deay hannels involvetwo harged leptons from Z deays, but it is ruial in order to remove the large bak-ground from WZnj prodution, as it is learly seen in Table 20, where the number ofevents for eah proess at the two stages of event seletion is olleted.The simplest disriminating variable between the salar and fermion triplet signalsis the like-sign dilepton invariant mass mℓ1ℓ2. In Fig. 13 of setion 5.2 we observedthat the salar triplet signals produe a sharp peak in this distribution, while forthe fermion triplet signals the distribution is very broad and has a long tail at large
mℓ1ℓ2 , as shown in Fig. 29. For the prodution of a relatively light neutrino singletthe exess of events is broad, onentrating at intermediate mℓ1ℓ2 values and withouta tail. Thus, an exess of ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ events with a broad mℓ1ℓ2 distribution and a longtail points towards E+E− and/or E±N prodution, a fat whih an be onrmedby the event reonstrution performed below. If the trilepton bakgrounds an beaurately predited, the analysis of this distribution an already signal the presene60
Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 62.7 21.2 Zbb̄nj 33.3 2.0
E±N (T1) 406.2 298.5 Ztt̄nj 152.5 16.8
E+E− (T2) 26.5 4.5 WZnj 4113.8 73.4
E±N (T2) 78.1 34.4 ZZnj 276.1 4.2
tt̄nj 322.8 212.2 WWWnj 22.7 16.8
tW 17.8 12.2 WWZnj 42.7 1.7
Wtt̄nj 45.5 35.1Table 20: Number of events for ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signals and main bakgrounds for a luminosityof 30 fb−1.






























































































































Figure 29: Up: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the like-sign dilepton in-variant mass mℓ1ℓ2 for the E+E− and E±N signals in senarios T1 (left) and T2 (right).Down: ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass distribution for the SM and the SM plus the fermion tripletsignal in the senarios T1 (left) and T2 (right), at the seletion level. The luminosityis 30 fb−1 in all ases.of new physis with a high signiane. We set the ut
mℓ1ℓ2 > 150 GeV (79)61
and give in Table 21 the number of signal and bakground events in this region, with theluminosity needed to ahieve 5σ signiane if the bakground unertainty is negleted.Sine in the mℓ1ℓ2 distribution the signal does not appear as a lear peak, it is diultto estimate a priori to what extent the bakground an be normalised from data inase that a signal is found. We will assume anyway that the bakground is normalisedin the region mℓ1ℓ2 < 150 GeV to give an approximate estimate of the disovery limit.In senario T1 the triplet signal an be quiky seen with few fb−1, while in senario T2the size of the signal is muh smaller. However, the signal signiane in senario T2is better in this nal state than in the other ones studied, and this signal ould be seenwith suient luminosity provided that the bakground is well understood. We alsoCase (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LT1 (ut on mℓ1ℓ2) 228.6 80.1 1.7 fb−1 204.6 104.1 2.5 fb−1T2 (ut on mℓ1ℓ2) 18.1 80.1 186 fb−1 12.5 85.7 > 300 fb−1Table 21: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events with mℓ1ℓ2 > 150 GeV for30 fb−1, and luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state,without event reonstrution.point out that requiring one or more jets in the nal state does not improve the signalobservability. In Eqs. (78) we observe that several deay hannels do not involve theprodution of extra quarks in the nal state, so that requiring the presene of extrajets redues the signal. This is easily observed in the multipliity distribution, shownin Fig. 30 for the signals and the bakround. Note that the dip at Nj = 1 in the signaldistributions is not a statistial utuation but the eet of summing dierent hannelswith dierent quark multipliities in the nal state.Although the trilepton exess at high mℓ1ℓ2 indiates the presene of new physis, itssoure must be identied. The onrmation that the exess is due to E±N produtionis given by the mass reonstrution of the heavy harged lepton E and the neutrino
N . In order to fully reonstrut the event kinematis we must speify further seletionriteria to restrit ourselves to some of the hannels in Eqs. (78). We ask the preseneof at least two jets with transverse momentum larger than 20 GeV, as produed inthe rst two hannels listed with hadroni Z/H deay. This additional requirementredues the signals to 190.8 events (T1) and 16.1 events (T2), and the bakgroundto 258.0 events. With three leptons and two jets identied, plus missing energy, thekinematis an be reonstruted as follows:62





























Figure 30: Jet multipliity of the SM bakground and the fermion triplet signals in
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal states at seletion level.1. The momentum of the Z or H boson deaying hadronially is reonstruted asthe sum of the momenta of the leading and sub-leading jets.2. The heavy harged lepton E an be reonstruted from this boson and one ofthe two like-sign leptons, and the heavy neutrino N from the two remainingleptons and the missing neutrino momentum (the longitudinal omponent of theneutrino momentum is negleted for the moment, and the transverse omponentis taken as the missing energy). There are two possibilities for this pairing, andwe hoose the one giving losest invariant masses for the reonstruted E and
N . In senario T1 this seletion proedure gives the orret hoie in most of theases, as it an be observed in the kinematial distribution of the reonstruted
E mass in Fig. 31. In senario T2, due to the missing energy from the τ leptonideay, the distribution does not exhibit a peak.3. The N reonstrution an be rened by inluding the longitudinal neutrino mo-mentum. We selet among the two harged leptons the least energeti one ℓs,and require that its invariant mass with the neutrino is MW ,
(pℓs + pν)2 = M2W , (80)taking the transverse omponents of pν as the missing energy. This quadratiequation determines the longitudinal neutrino momentum up to a twofold ambi-guity, whih is resolved seleting the solution with smaller (pν)z. In ase that noreal solution exists, the transverse neutrino momentum used in Eq. (80) is de-reased until a real solution is found. The resulting N invariant mass distributionis presented in Fig. 31. 63




















































Figure 31: Reonstruted E (left) and N (right) masses for the fermion triplet signalsin senarios T1 and T2, without bakground, in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state. The luminosityis 30 fb−1.Fig. 32 displays how the fermon triplet signal in senario T1 would appear in thepresene of bakground: the signal produes lear peaks over the bakground in bothdistributions. We do not inlude the orresponding distributions for senario T2, wherethe signal is muh smaller and diult to see. For omparison, we also show in Fig. 32the distributions orresponding to salar triplet prodution. In the latter ase thesignals are muh smaller after the requirement of two extra jets, whih are not produedat the partoni level. The statistial signiane of the peaks is very high, as it anreadily be observed from the orresponding distributions. We dene the peaks as
240 < mreE < 360 GeV ,
240 < mreN < 360 GeV . (81)The number of events at both peaks an be found in Table 22, and the luminosityneeded for 5σ disovery. We neglet the bakground unertainty, beause the disoverysigniane in this ase is mainly ontrolled by the size of the signal itself.Case (a)
S B LT1 (ut on mreE , mreN ) 110.3 15.9 2.7 fb−1Table 22: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events in the mreE and mreN peaks(dened in the text) for 30 fb−1, and luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery inthe ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ plus two jet nal state.Finally, although the statistis in this hannel is very good, the reonstruted open-ing angle distribution shows large deviations from the theoretial expetation due to64
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Figure 32: Up: mreE (left) and mreN (right) distributions for the SM and the SM plusthe fermion triplet signal in senario T1. Down: the same for the salar triplet ∆, forNH and IH. The luminosity is 30 fb−1 in all ases.detetor eets, and the use of orretion funtions is ompulsory in order to make ameaningful omparison. This issue will not be addressed here.6.7 Final state ℓ±ℓ±This nal state has a similar disovery potential as the previous one ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓. Deayhannels giving like-sign dileptons inlude
E+N → ℓ+Z ℓ+W− , Z → qq̄/νν̄, W → qq̄′ (Br = 4.3 × 10−2) ,
E+N → ℓ+H ℓ+W− , H → qq̄, W → qq̄′ (Br = 3.3 × 10−2) ,
E+N → ν̄W+ ℓ+W− , W+ → ℓν, W− → qq̄′ (Br = 2.1 × 10−3) , (82)and analogous hannels for E−N deays. The ontributions with nal state neutrinoshave not been inluded in Ref. [37℄, whih fouses on four jet nal states. As usual,additional ontributions arise from deays with larger lepton multipliities when oneor more of them are not deteted. For event pre-seletion we use the same requirement65
as for the salar triplet analysis, that is, two like-sign leptons with pT > 30 GeV. Thenumber of signal and bakground events are gathered in Table 23.Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 13.0 0.4 Wtt̄nj 194.0 19.3
E±N (T1) 678.1 226.4 WWnj 205.7 15.2
E+E− (T2) 6.8 0.1 WZnj 892.2 32.3
E±N (T2) 114.7 1.8 WWWnj 86.9 4.3
tt̄nj 1193.6 166.0Table 23: Number of events for the like-sign dilepton signals and main bakgroundsfor a luminosity of 30 fb−1.Already at the pre-seletion level, the dierenes between the salar and fermiontriplet signals are evident by merely onsidering the dilepton invariant mass distribu-tion, whih displays a sharp peak in the former ase and a non-loalised exess in thelatter, with a long tail. The distributions for the fermion triplet signal in senarios T1and T2 are shown in Fig. 33, without and with the SM bakground. This distributionan already be used to disover the fermion triplet signal, whih shows up as a dileptonexess at large invariant mass. We will use, as in the previous subsetion, the ut
mℓ1ℓ2 > 150 GeV . (83)The number of signal and bakground events is given in Table 24 with the luminosityneeded for 5σ disovery, if the bakground unertainty is negleted (a) or the bak-ground is normalised from data in the region mℓ1ℓ2 < 150 GeV (b).Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LT1 (ut on mℓ1ℓ2) 525.3 692.7 2.2 fb−1 471.5 746.5 2.9 fb−1T2 (ut on mℓ1ℓ2) 56.2 692.7 165 fb−1 35.1 713.8 > 300 fb−1Table 24: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events with mℓ1ℓ2 > 150 GeV for30 fb−1, and luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery in the ℓ±ℓ± nal state, atthe pre-seletion level without event reonstrution.The signal signiane an be improved with signal seletion riteria and invariantmass reonstrution. For event seletion we require:(i) missing energy pT6 < 30 GeV; 66














































































































Figure 33: Up: Kinematial distribution at pre-seletion of the like-sign dilepton in-variant mass mℓ1ℓ2 for the fermion triplet signals in senarios T1 (left) and T2 (right).Down: ℓ1ℓ2 invariant mass distribution for the SM and the SM plus the signal in thesenarios T1 (left) and T2 (right). The luminosity is 30 fb−1 in all ases.(ii) the presene of four jets with pT > 20 GeV.This event seletion is slightly dierent from the one hosen for the heavy neutrinosinglet (pT6 < 30, four jets with no b tags and bak-to-bak leptons) beause the signalsare quite dierent and the mass reonstrution in the triplet ase requires four jets. Thenumber of events at the seletion level is given in Table 23. Given the fat that someof the deay hannels in Eqs. (82) do not involve the prodution of extra quarks butundeteted neutrinos, the signal is redued. This an already be seen by examining themultipliity distribution in Fig. 34 (left), whih has been normalised for onveniene.The requirement of no missing energy, whose normalised distribution is displayed inFig. 34 (right) also suppresses the signal hannels involving nal state neutrinos butdoes not signiantly aet nal states whih already have four jets.Although not stritly neessary to have evidene of new physis, the kinematialreonstrution is onvenient to identify the type of new physis and to gain a higher67























































Figure 34: Left: Jet multipliity of the SM bakground and the fermion triplet signals inlike-sign dilepton nal states at pre-seletion level. Right: missing energy distribution.signal signiane. In order to do this, we reonstrut the kinematis as orrespondsto the deay hannels with prodution of four quarks:1. We assoiate eah harged lepton to a pair of jets in all possible ways, using thefour jets with larger pT .2. Among the six possibilities, we hoose the one minimising the dierene betweenthe two jj and the two ℓjj invariant masses,
(mj1j2 − mj3j4)2 + (mℓ1j1j2 − mℓ2j3j4)2 . (84)Note that for the leading signal ontributions two of the jets in priniple orre-spond to a hadroni W deay and the other two to a Z or Higgs boson deay.However, if a wrong assignment is made, it is expeted that the invariant massdierenes will be larger.Both heavy states E, N give as deay produts one harged lepton and two jets, andthey annot be easily distinguished. Then, we label the heavy states as Σ1 and Σ2,orrsponding to the leading and sub-leading lepton. A disrimination based on thetwo-jet invariant mass (it should be smaller in average for the two jets oming fromthe N → ℓW → ℓqq̄′ deay than for E → ℓZ/H → ℓqq̄) is not very signiant. Wepoint out that, unlike other nal states studied, here no information is gained aboutthe nature of the two resonanes beause the jet harges are not measured.The mass reonstrution is exellent for senario T1, and both distributions displaylear peaks at mΣ = 300 GeV and small tails, as it an be observed in Fig. 35. On theother hand, for senario T2 the distribution is very broad, and with very few events.68

















































Figure 35: Reonstruted triplet masses in senarios T1 and T2, without bakground,in the ℓ±ℓ± nal state at the seletion level. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.We present in Fig. 36 the two distributions for senario T1 inluding the bakground,in order to show how the presene of the signal would manifest. For salar tripletsignals less than one event survives the seletion riteria adopted here, beause jets arenot produed in the hard interation. Neutrino singlet signals also have a smaller jetmultipliity, whih makes them unobservable if one requires four jets in the nal state.

















































Figure 36: mreΣ1 (left) and mreΣ2 (right) distributions for the SM and the SM plus thefermion triplet signal in senario T1 at the seletion level. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.The signal signiane is estimated for the peak regions
250 < mreΣ1 < 350 GeV ,
250 < mreΣ2 < 350 GeV (85)negleting the unertainty in the bakground normalisation (whih is not very impor-tant sine the bakground itself it is very small for the disovery luminosity). Theresults are inluded in Table 25. 69
Case (a)
S B LT1 (ut on mreΣ1 , mreΣ2 ) 177.8 19.5 1.7 fb−1Table 25: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events in the mreΣ1 and mreΣ2 peaks(dened in the text) for 30 fb−1, and luminosity L required to have a 5σ signianefor the peaks in the ℓ±ℓ± plus four jet nal state.Finally, as it happens in the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ nal state, the reonstruted opening angledistribution shows large deviations from the theoretial expetation due to detetoreets, and the use of orretion funtions is required.6.8 Final state ℓ+ℓ−jjjjThe large SM bakgrounds make nal states with two opposite harge leptons verydemanding, even when the harged leptons have dierent avour. Nevertheless, thesenal states must be studied to hek the onsisteny of a possible disovery in thelike-sign dilepton hannels. Opposite sign pairs an be produed for example in thedeay modes
E+N → ℓ+Z ℓ−W+ Z → qq̄/νν̄, W → qq̄′ (Br = 4.3 × 10−2) ,
E+N → ℓ+H ℓ−W+ H → qq̄, W → qq̄′ (Br = 3.3 × 10−2) ,
E+N → ν̄W+ ℓ−W+ WW → ℓνqq̄′ (Br = 4.3 × 10−3) ,
E+E− → ℓ+Z ℓ−Z Z → qq̄/νν̄ (Br = 5.9 × 10−2) ,
E+E− → ℓ+Z ℓ−H/ℓ+H ℓ−Z Z → qq̄/νν̄, H → qq̄ (Br = 8.9 × 10−2) ,
E+E− → ℓ+H ℓ−H H → qq̄ (Br = 3.4 × 10−2) . (86)Performing an inlusive opposite-sign dilepton searh of these signals is hopeless, be-ause they are produed at an invariant mass whih is not suient to separate themfrom the bakground.9 Thus, we onentrate on nal states with four jets.Contrarily to what has been reently laimed [37℄, we nd that e±µ∓ nal stateswith harged lepton avour violation provide little advantage for the detetion of the9Note that a Z ′ boson deaying to ℓ+ℓ− produes opposite harge leptons with invariant mass
mℓ+ℓ− ≃MZ′ with a ross setion enhanement from the on-shell Z ′ propagator, and thus the signalis quite easy to see. On the ontrary, E+E−, E±N prodution is dierent beause (i) the ross setiondoes not have suh an enhanement, and (ii) the dilepton invariant mass distribution is broader, anddileptons produed at high invariant mass are rare.70
heavy triplet signal, due to the large LFV bakgrounds. This an be easily understoodwith a simple ounting argument. As we will nd in the following, the SM bakgroundafter seletion uts is mainly onstituted by tt̄nj (and similar proesses involving WWdeay) and Z∗/γ∗ nj prodution, with the latter being two times larger than the former.
WW deays give e+e−, µ+µ− and e±µ∓ nal states in the ratio 1 : 1 : 2, while




B , Bµµ =
5
12
B , Beµ =
1
6
B . (87)On the other hand, e±µ∓ signals are only possible if the triplet simultaneously ouplesto the eletron and muon. LFV signals are largest when VeN = VµN , so that the e+e−,




S , Sµµ =
1
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S , Seµ =
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2
S , (88)where S is also the signal in the lepton avour onserving (LFC) ase, whih is theone onsidered here. A straightforward alulation shows that after ombining thestatistial signiane S/√B of the dierent hannels, in a LFV senario the signalan be seen with a signiane at most 1.34 times larger than in a LFC one.10 As wehave done for the analysis of other hannels, we will sum nal states with eletronsand muons. Our pre-seletion riteria are:(i) two opposite harge leptons with pT > 30 GeV and an invariant mass larger than200 GeV;(ii) four jets with pT > 20 GeV.The number of events at this level of event seletion is olleted in Table 26. As inlike-sign dilepton nal states, bakgrounds involving extra neutrinos an be reduedby requiring small missing energy. Additionally, the reonstrution of the two heavystates an be done in the same way as in the like-sign dilepton nal state of the previoussubsetion, and the reonstruted invariant masses for the signal are very similar tothose obtained there. The seletion riteria used for the analysis are:10In the LFC ase we onservatively sum all dilepton bakgrounds to take all possible triplet ou-plings into aount. A triplet with a denite oupling will not ontribute to all nal states, and inthis ase the statistial signiane of the signals will be slightly better.71
Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 184.9 98.9 tt̄nj 18017 762.4
E±N (T1) 214.2 112.7 tW 1180 53.8
E+E− (T2) 5.0 0.2 WWnj 784.5 40.6
E±N (T2) 7.7 0.4 Z∗/γ∗nj 6330 1966.8Table 26: Number of events for the ℓ+ℓ−jjjj signals and main bakgrounds for aluminosity of 30 fb−1.






















































































































Figure 37: Up, left: normalised missing energy distribution of the SM bakground andthe fermion triplet signals in ℓ+ℓ−jjjj nal states at pre-seletion level. Up, right:transverse momentum of the leading harged lepton. Down: dijet invariant massesreonstruting the bosons deaying hadronially.(i) missing energy pT6 < 30 GeV;(ii) the leading harged lepton ℓ1 must have transverse momentum pℓ1T > 100 GeV;(iii) the two-jet invariant masses mj1j2 and mj3j4 , whih reonstrut the W/Z/Hbosons deaying hadronially, must be both within 50 and 150 GeV.72
The kinematial distributions of these variables are presented in Fig. 37. The missingenergy ut requirement greatly redues the tt̄nj bakground, being also onvenient torequire an energeti lepton. Unfortunately, these uts also remove most of the signalin senario T2, although in T1 it is pratially unaeted.Due to the large bakground, the peaks in the reonstruted mass distributionsprodued by the signal are small. They are shown in Fig. 38, for the two states Σ1 and
Σ2 involving the leading and sub-leading harged leptons, respetively.
















































Figure 38: mreΣ1 (left) and mreΣ2 (right) distributions for the SM and the SM plus thefermion triplet signal in senario T1 at the seletion level. The luminosity is 30 fb−1.The signiane of the peaks is moderate. We selet the peak regions
260 < mreΣ1 < 340 GeV ,
260 < mreΣ2 < 340 GeV , (89)and give in Table 27 the number of signal and bakground events, as well as theluminosity needed to have 5σ signiane, if: (a) the bakground normalisation isnegleted, and (b) if bakground is determined from o-peak data. The rst ase isunrealisti, beause typial normalisation unertainties are of the order of 20%, andimportant in this nal state where the bakground is large. In ase that the bakgroundhas to be normalised from data, the o-peak signal ontributions will be taken as partof the bakground and so the peak signiane dereases.Alternatively, one an perform simultaneous uts on mreΣ1 and mreΣ2 . The number ofevents in this ase is S = 160.1, B = 265.0. Assuming a 20% bakground unertainty,the signal signiane is 2.88σ for 30 fb−1, and the exess of events does not reahdisovery signiane even for muh larger integrated luminosities beause of the bak-ground systemati unertainty. Of ourse, kinematial uts an be optimised for given73
Case (a) Case (b)
S B L S B LT1 (ut on mreΣ1 ) 171.0 681.5 17.4 fb−1 78.1 774.4 95 fb−1T1 (ut on mreΣ2 ) 178.7 548.3 12.9 fb−1 78.8 648.2 78 fb−1Table 27: Number of signal (S) and bakground (B) events in the mreE and mreN peaks(dened in the text) for 30 fb−1, and luminosity L required to have a 5σ disovery inthe ℓ+ℓ−jjjj nal state.
E, N masses, additional variables an be used and a likelihood method an improve theanalysis, but the disovery potential is expeted to remain below the other hannels.6.9 Final state ℓ±jjjjWe nally turn our attention to signals with only one harged lepton, whih an beprodued in the deays
E+N → ν̄W+ ℓ∓W± , W → qq̄′ (Br = 1.28 × 10−1) ,
E+N → ℓ+Z/H νZ/H , Z → qq̄′/νν̄, H → qq̄ (Br = 1.82 × 10−1) ,
E+E− → ℓ+Z/H νW− , Z → qq̄/νν̄, H → qq̄, W → qq̄′ (Br = 1.52 × 10−1) ,
E+E− → ν̄W+ ℓ−Z/H , Z → qq̄/νν̄, H → qq̄, W → qq̄′ (Br = 1.52 × 10−1) ,(90)and thus benet from a large branhing ratio. Nevertheless, bakgrounds are very largeas well. We onentrate on nal states with four jets, asking as pre-seletion riteria:(i) one harged lepton with pℓT > 30 GeV and missing energy pT6 > 50 GeV, whihmust have a transverse mass
M2T ≡ 2pℓT pT6 (1 − cos φT ) > (200 GeV)2 , (91)where φT is the angle in the transverse plane between the harged lepton and themissing energy;(ii) four jets with pT > 20 GeV, and no b-tagged jets.The number of signal and bakground events fullling these riteria are gathered inTable 28. The ut on transverse mass is performed to redue bakgrounds in whihthe harged lepton and neutrino result from a W boson deay, suh as Wnj, for whih74
Pre-seletion Seletion Pre-seletion Seletion
E+E− (T1) 188.5 109.8 tW 440.7 171.6
E±N (T1) 443.7 262.9 Wnj 15146 5538
E+E− (T2) 26.9 11.2 Z∗/γ∗nj 455.9 161.4
E±N (T2) 64.4 28.1 WWnj 661.7 200.8
tt̄nj 3678.7 1204.2Table 28: Number of events for the ℓ±jjjj signals and main bakgrounds for a lumi-nosity of 30 fb−1.
MT < MW . However, due to energy mismeasurements the Wnj bakground annotbe ompletely removed, and dominates due to its huge ross setion. We also pointout that 4/5 of the Wnj bakground omes from parton-level multipliities n = 0, 1, 2,whih ontribute to four jet nal states due to pile-up. The seond largest bakgroundis tt̄nj in the dilepton deay hannel, with one W boson deaying into a τ whihsubsequently deays hadronially, or deaying into an eletron or muon whih is missedby the detetor. This bakground is also redued by the requirement of no b tags.Events an be reonstruted as in the dilepton nal states but replaing the seondlepton by the missing momentum vetor (taking the third omponent equal to zero).The dijet invariant mass distributions are very similar. As seletion riteria we imposethat:(i) The harged lepton must have transverse momentum pℓT > 100 GeV.(ii) The two-jet invariant masses mj1j2 and mj3j4 whih reonstrut the W/Z/Hbosons deaying hadronially must be both within 50 and 150 GeV.The number of events after seletion are given in Table 28. For ompleteness, theheavy lepton reonstruted masses mΣ1 (orresponding to the harged lepton plus twojets) and mΣ2 (formed with the missing energy and the other two jets) are presented inFig. 39 for the two senarios, without bakground. While the reonstrution of Σ1 isstill very good, the reonstrution of the other state from missing energy and two jetsgives a distribution muh wider. The small bumps aused by the presene of the signalwould be very diult to spot over the bakground if this is not theoretially preditedwith a good auray, as it is apparent from Fig. 39 (down), and the signiane isdiult to estimate without a detailed alulation of the bakground unertainty, whih
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Figure 39: Up: Reonstruted triplet masses in senarios T1 and T2, without bak-ground, in the ℓ±jjjj nal state at the seletion level. Down: reonstruted masseswith bakground, in senario T1. The luminosity in all ases is 30 fb−1.is beyond the sope of this work. The number of events in the peak regions
260 < mreΣ1 < 340 GeV ,
200 < mreΣ1 < 400 GeV , (92)is S = 232.4, B = 1328.0 for 30 fb−1. This amounts to 6.3σ if the bakgroundunertainty is negleted, but less than 1σ if a 20% unertainty is assumed. Furtherimprovements an be made optimising the analysis with a likelihood method, and it isexpeted that 3σ ould be reahed for 30 fb−1.6.10 OutlookFermion triplet prodution pp → E+E−, E±N leads to a plethora of possible nalstate signatures after the heavy leptons deay
E± → νW± / E± → ℓ±Z / E± → ℓ±H ,
N → ℓ−W+ / N → ℓ+W− / N → νZ / N → νH , (93)76
and the W , Z and H bosons deay to hadrons or leptons. In this setion we have studiedthe fermion triplet signals lassifying the experimental signatures by their hargedlepton multipliity. Some nal states are harateristi of E+E−, E±N produtionand are not present in other seesaw senarios, namely
• Six lepton nal states
• Five lepton nal states
• Four leptons ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ with total harge Q = ±2
• Three like-sign leptons ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±The six lepton signal has a too small branhing ratio to be useful. The signals with veleptons and three like-sign leptons are small but ould be observed with a luminosityof 30 fb−1 in the ase of a triplet mass mE,N = 300 GeV, oupling to either the eletronor muon. The Q = ±2 four lepton signal is more interesting, and it ould be observedwith half the luminosity. Additionally, in this hannel the E mass an be reonstrutedas a three-lepton invariant mass, providing evidene for E prodution. For muh largerluminosities, the opening angle distribution an be tested as well.Final states ommon to seesaw II signals are
• Four leptons ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− with total harge Q = 0
• Three leptons ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓
• Two like-sign leptons
• Two opposite sign leptons
• One leptonAmong these, the rst two nal states are very interesting. The ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ− signal anprovide 5σ evidene already with 6 fb−1 for a triplet with mE,N = 300 GeV, ouplingto the eletron or muon. Moreover, the E mass an be reonstruted as a sharp peakin a three-lepton invariant mass, providing lear evidene for E prodution, and the Eopening angle distribution an be learly reonstruted. The ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signal has evenbetter disovery potential: for the same triplet parameters it an be disovered with lessthan 3 fb−1. Additionally, it provides evidene for N prodution, whose mass an bereonstruted (in nal states with two additional jets) from two opposite sign leptonsplus the missing energy, the resulting distribution displaying a sharp peak at mN . These77
two signals an be leanly distinguished from seesaw II signals by (i) the analysis ofthe like-sign dilepton invariant mass distribution, and (ii) the E, N reonstruted massdistributions. We also point out that if heavy neutrino triplets are not Majorana but(quasi-)Dira partiles, the trilepton nal state is the most interesting one as well [64℄.The like-sign dilepton nal state has been onsidered in previous literature [18,37℄ asthe most important triplet signal. We have found that its disovery potential equals theone of the ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓. The invariant mass of the heavy states an be reonstruted in nalstates with four additional jets, giving evidene for the prodution of two resonaneswith equal mass. Their nature, however, annot be established beause the jet harge isvery diult to measure. Apart from the mass reonstrution, the fermion triplet signalin this nal state an be distinguished from salar triplet prodution by the dileptoninvariant mass and also by the presene of additional jets. Heavy neutrino singletprodution also leads to like-sign dilepton signals, but with smaller jet multipliity andsmaller dilepton invariant mass in general.The ℓ+ℓ− nal state is very demanding, and in order to make the bakgrounds man-ageable four hard jets are required in addition to the harged leptons. Still, bakgroundsare very large, in partiular from Z∗/γ∗ nj and tt̄nj prodution. The mass reonstru-tion an be performed as in the like-sign dilepton hannel to redue bakgrounds, butstill the signal is very diult to observe unless the bakground unertainty (theoreti-al, as well as from the luminosity and detetor eets) is under very good ontrol. Inontrast with reent laims [37℄ (and in agreement with previous literature [29℄), wehave found that looking for expliitly LFV e±µ∓ nal states represents little improve-ment. In a maximally LFV senario with VeN = VµN , the improvement in the signalsigniane S/√B is of only 30% over a LFC senario with VeN = 0 or VµN = 0. Thisis due to the large tt̄nj bakground, whih gives e±µ∓ nal states in the dilepton deayhannel.Finally, signals with only one harged lepton suer large bakgrounds from all sortof SM proesses, even if one requires four hard jets and large missing energy in theevents. The bakground with the largest ross setion is Wnj, and it annot be fullyremoved as suggested in Ref. [37℄ by the use of the transverse mass between the hargedlepton and the missing momentum. tt̄nj in the dilepton deay hannel is another largesoure of bakground, when one of the harged leptons is a tau or it is missed by thedetetor. This bakground annot be removed with transverse mass uts beause of thepresene of at least two neutrinos from dierent W deays. After event reonstrutionand invariant mass uts the signiane of the signals is below 1σ, but an be ertainlyimproved if a more sophistiated analysis is used, whih is beyond the sope of thisstudy. 78
7 ConlusionsIn this paper we have lassied and studied possible multi-lepton signals of seesawmessengers at LHC, namely heavy neutrino singlets (seesaw I), salar triplets (seesawII) and fermion triplets (seesaw III). For seesaw II senarios we have assumed that thetriplet vev v∆ is small, so that dilepton hannels dominate the deay of the new salars.Although this may not neessarily be the ase it is a plausible assumption, providedthat the triplet Yukawa ouplings to the harged leptons are not muh smaller than thesmallest of the SM Yukawa ouplings to the Higgs boson. For seesaw III senarios wehave assumed that the mixing between the light and heavy setors is not unnaturallysuppressed, so that the triplet deays to leptons plus gauge or Higgs bosons dominate.We have set a relatively low sale for the new states, 100 GeV for heavy neutrinosinglets and 300 GeV for salar and fermion triplets. For the latter two ases, suhmasses would allow a disovery with the rst few fb−1 of LHC data.Seesaw signals involve multi-lepton prodution, thus an adequate lassiation isin terms of harged lepton multipliity. This is also very onvenient in terms of theexperimental searhes. Although some of the signals involve the prodution of extraquarks, further disrimination by using jet multipliity is diult, beause the orre-spondene between the number of quarks at the partoni level and the number of jetsmeasured in the detetor is not univoal, due to radiation and pile-up.Nine dierent nal states have been studied, involving up to six harged leptons.An important feature of our analysis is that for eah nal state all signal ontributionshave been inluded, within a given senario. For heavy neutrino prodution we haveused the Alpgen extension in Ref. [29℄, while for salar and fermion triplet produtionwe have developed a Monte Carlo generator Triada. For salar triplet prodution arealisti assessment of the disovery potential must inlude salar deays to tau leptons,espeiallly for NH where they are dominant, and the subsequent tau deay. In the aseof fermion triplet prodution, generating all signal ontributions is involved. For E+E−prodution there are 289 dierent nal states with 128 dierent matrix elements, andfor E±N there are 748 nal states with 72 matrix elements. Bakgrounds have beengenerated with Alpgen. Signals and bakgrounds have been passed through the parton-shower Monte Carlo Pythia to add initial and nal state radiation and pile-up, andperform the hadronisation of nal state quarks and gluons. Finally, a fast simulationof the detetor has been used.We have found that generating the omplete signals and not just partiular produ-tion or deay hannels is essential, beause for salar and fermion triplet produtionmost nal states have ontributions from several ompeting deay hains. For instane,79
in salar triplet prodution the most interesting nal state is the one with three hargedleptons ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓, whih reeives important ontributions from both the ∆++∆−− and
∆±±∆∓ prodution proesses. For fermion triplet prodution this nal state is themost interesting one as well, and it reeives ontributions from 8 deay hannels in
E±N prodution. Moreover, in general deay hannels with larger lepton multipliitiesontribute to signals with a smaller number of leptons when one or more of them aremissed by the detetor.The most relevant features of the signals studied have been outlined in setions 4.3,5.6 and 6.10, and we refer the reader to those setions for a brief outlook. Table 29summarises the possible signals whih appear in eah of the seesaw (I, II and III) se-narios studied, with the luminosity required to disover them. In seesaw I we only givethe numbers for a heavy neutrino oupling to the muon. For seesaw II we give valuesfor both NH and IH, while for seesaw III we inlude results for a triplet oupling to theeletron (for a muon the sensitivity is expeted to be very similar). We also indiatewhether the mass of the new partiles an be reonstruted, whih gives an additionalevidene for the signal. For seesaw I the disovery luminosities indiated are ratheronservative beause the analysis is not optimised, to keep onsisteny with seesaw IIand III, and, sine heavy neutrino signals are muh harder to see, the improvementsare expeted to be more signiant in this ase.In this work we have made speial emphasis on the disrimination of the dierentseesaw models if a positive signal is observed. Table 29 shows that, if a positive signalis found, it should be possible to identify whether it orresponds to heavy neutrinos,salar/fermion triplets, or other new physis, by analysing the dierent hannels andperforming the mass reonstrution. For larger luminosities the study of produtionangular distributions is possible, as it has been shown in several nal states for salarand fermion triplet signals. A rough estimate of the LHC disovery reah an be madeby applying a simple resaling of the results presented, obtaining that salar tripletsan be disovered up to 600 GeV (800 GeV) for NH (IH) with a luminosity of 30 fb−1.A fermion triplet oupling to the eletron or muon an be disovered up to 750 GeVwith the same luminosity. For neutrino singlets the more detailed results of Ref. [29℄an be resaled with the new upper bounds |VeN |2 ≤ 0.0030, |VµN |2 ≤ 0.0032, to obtainthat a heavy neutrino oupling to the eletron an be disovered up to 120 GeV, andif it ouples to the muon up to 155 GeV. These results are onsistent with the onesin Table 29 beause for larger mN the heavy neutrino signals an be separated fromthe bakground more easily, and also beause the analysis in Ref. [29℄ is muh moresophistiated.New interations, whih ould lead to new proesses in addition to the ones dis-80
Seesaw I
mN = 100 GeV Seesaw IIm∆ = 300 GeV Seesaw IIImΣ = 300 GeVSix leptons   ×Five leptons   28 fb−1
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓   15 fb−1
mE re
ℓ+ℓ+ℓ−ℓ−  19 / 2.8 fb−1
m∆++ re 7 fb−1mE re
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ±   30 fb−1
ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ < 180 fb−1 3.6 / 0.9 fb−1
m∆++ re 2.5 fb−1mN re
ℓ±ℓ±
< 180 fb−1
mN re 17.4 / 4.4 fb−1m∆++ re 1.7 fb−1mΣ re
ℓ+ℓ− × 15 / 27 fb−1
m∆ re 80 fb−1mΣ re
ℓ± × × ×Table 29: Summary of the nal states studied for eah seesaw senario. A dash indiatesthat a given nal state is not present. A ross indiates that the signal is produedbut it annot be seen, either beause it is too small or beause the bakground is toolarge. In eah ase we inlude the luminosity required for disovery for the parametersassumed, also indiating when the heavy mass(es) an be reonstruted. For seesaw IIwe give the results for NH and IH.ussed here, have not been onsidered in this work. It is interesting to disuss briey,without a detailed simulation of those signals, how one might in priniple distinguishsome of these senarios from the ones studied here. In models with left-right symmetryheavy neutrino singlets an be produed through s-hannel W ′ (WR) exhange [3942℄
qq̄′ → W ′ → ℓN . (94)This proess gives the same dilepton and trilepton nal states as W exhange butwith large transverse momenta, whih are not possible without new interations. Fourand ve lepton signals are not produed. The W ′ transverse mass ould also be kine-matially reonstruted [41, 42℄. A relatively light leptophobi Z ′λ boson an produeneutrino pairs in the proess [43℄
qq̄ → Z ′λ → NN . (95)81
The ℓ±ℓ± and ℓ±ℓ±ℓ∓ signals would be similar to the ones of a fermion triplet, but the
E reonstrution in four lepton nal states (from three harged leptons) would be alear indiation for fermion triplet prodution, and in Z ′λ → NN the Z ′ mass ouldbe reonstruted. New gauge bosons might also ontribute to the prodution of salarand fermion triplets, and their presene would be seen by examining the invariant massdistribution of all the produed partiles. Besides, it is likely that new interationswould be observed in other prodution proesses not involving seesaw messengers.Finally, it is worth mentioning that, sine this study has been done at the level ofa fast detetor simulation, we have not addressed harge misidentiation. Its eetmay be important in like-sign dilepton nal states, beause the ross setion for Z∗/γ∗prodution at LHC is very large. However, for nal states with more leptons, e.g.
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Table 34: Feynman rules for heavy salar triplet Yukawa interations with hargedleptons. The fermion ow is indi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